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AGREEMENT
This is an agreement made and entered into this 22nd day of. March, 2000, by and
between Monroe County, a municipal corporation with offices at the County Office
Building, 39 West Main Street, Rochester, New York (hereinafter referred to as the
"County") and the Monroe County Federation of Social Workers, LU.E.-C.W.A. 81381,
A.F.L.-C.LO., (hereinafter referred to as the "Federation") located at 167 Flanders
Street, Rochester, New York.
ARTICLE 1
PURPOSE
It is the intent and purpose of this agreement to promote and improve harmonious
relations between the parties hereto, and to set forth herein, the covering rates of pay,
hours of work and conditions of employment, to facilitate the continuance of orderly col-
lective bargaining relations between the parties and to secure a prompt equitable dis-
position of grievances, pursuant to the New York State Public Employment Fair
Employment Act.
The parties herein, further agree that the County and the Federation, through its
members, are engaged in furnishing an essential public service to the community. The
parties, therefore, have a high degree of responsibility in so serving the public to main-
tain such services without interruption.
The provisions of this agreement shall be applied equally to all employees in the bar-
gaining unit, without discrimination as to age, sex, race, color, creed, national origin
or lawful political affiliation.
The parties agree to meet and confer in respect to any problem relating to affirma-
tive action, with a sincere desire to resolve such problem.
Nothing contained herein shall be construed to violate Civil Service Law, rules and
regulations.
ARTICLE 2
RECOGNITION
Section 2.1: Pursuant to the certification granted by the Monroe County Public
Employment Relations Board on October 30, 1972, the County hereby recognizes the
Monroe County Federation of Social Workers, LU.E.-C.W.A. 81381, as the sole and
exclusive representative for all employees in the collective bargaining unit, as set forth
in Article 4, with the exception of employees in pay group 17 who were hired after May
1, 1991, and Student Governmental Trainees.
Section 2.2: The County shall deduct dues and initiation fees as designated by the
Federation from the salaries and wages of employees who have signed authorizations
permitting such deductions, and shall remit these deductions with a check-off list to the
Treasurer of the Federation by the thirtieth day of each month.
Section 2.3: Effective upon the execution of this agreement, the County shall deduct
from the wages of each employee who is not a member of the Union an Agency Shop
fee equivalent to the regular dues levied by the Union in accordance with the provisions
of Section 208(3)(b) of the Civil Service Law and to remit such Agency Shop fees in
accordance with Section 2.2 of this Article.
Section 2.4: Any employee covered by this contract who requests the withdrawal of
his Federation membership shall do so in writing. Such written indication shall be
addressed and sent to the Director of Personnel Services, County of Monroe, and to
the President of the Federation and shall be submitted thirty days in advance of said
intended withdrawal in order to assure adequate time to adjust the payroll dues deduc-
tion. .
Section 2.5: The County shall provide payroll deduction for employee contributions
to the Federation COPE Fund, upon written authorization of the employee. The deduc-
tions shall be remitted by the County to the Federation Treasurer separately from other
funds on a regular basis, as agreed to by both parties.
Section 2.6: Each party to this agreement hereby affirms its commitment to adhere
to all the terms of this agreement for the duration of this agreement. The Federation
hereby affirms its statutory responsibility not to engage in, cause, instigate, encourage
or condone any strike or other concerted stoppage of work or slowdown.
AR1"~CllE 3
MA~AGIEMIE~1" R~GHlrS
Section 3.1: The parties acknowledge that during the negotiations that resulted in
this agreement, each party had the unlimited right and opportunity to make demands
and proposals with respect to any bargainable subject matter, and that this agreement
represents the complete and final understanding on all bargainable issues discussed
by the parties. Therefore, the parties voluntarily waive the right, and each agrees that
the other shall not be obligated, during the term of this agreement, to bargain collec-
tively with respect to any bargainable issue discussed during the negotiations or
expressed in this agreement, provided, however, that the County may not act unilat-
erally in any area that is a mandatory subject of bargaining; and, provided further, that
nothing in this section shall be deemed to infringe upon the County's rights of man-
agement as set forth in the next section.
Section 3.2: The Federation recognizes that all of the functions, rights, powers,
responsibilities and authority of the County, in regard to the operation of its departments
and the direction of its work force, which the County has not specifically abridged,
deleted, delegated, granted or modified by this agreement, are, and shall remain,
exclusively those of the County, except that the County agrees to continue during the
term of this agreement its past practices which have been consistently in effect, and
which affect a significant number of bargaining unit employees.
ARlr~CllE 4
COllIEC1"~VIE BARGA~~~~G U~~1"
TiTlE
Administrative Caseworker
Administrative Examiner
Alzheimer Family Outreach Coordinator
Associate Legal Assistant
Casework Aide
Casework Supervisor
Caseworker
Caseworker - Bilingual
GROUP
59
59
56
56
46
57
53
53
2
Child Assistance Program Coordinator
Child Care Worker
Child Care Visitation Worker
Child Development Specialist
Child Support Enforcement Supervisor
Child Support Examiner
Child Support Examiner - Bilingual
Child Support Investigator
Child Support Investigator - Bilingual
Community Service Coordinator
Coordinator for Change Structure Process
Developmental Disabilities Outreach Worker, Part-time
Domestic Violence Program Coordinator
Eligibility Evaluator
Eligibility Evaluator II
Emergency Housing Coordinator
Emergency Housing Specialist
Employment Coordinator
Energy Progra~ Evaluator
Examiner
Examiner - Bilingual
Home Care Services Coordinator
Identification Technician
Legal Assistant DSS & CSEU, only
Legal Assistant Fair Hearings
Long Term Care Monitor
Medical Social Services Coordinator
Medical Social Worker
Mental Hygiene Services Coordinator
Neighborhood Representative
Neighborhood Service Representative - Bilingual
Principal Child Care Worker
Project Coordinator-Developmentally Disabled Children
Public Health Social Worker
Senior Caseworker
Senior Child Care Worker
Senior Child Support Examiner
Senior Emergency Housing Specialist
Senior Energy Program Coordinator
Senior Energy Program Evaluator
Senior Examiner
Senior Examiner - Bilingual
Senior Identification Technician
Senior Legal Assistant DSS & CSEU, only
Senior Medical Social Worker
Senior Social Services Investigator
Social Services Investigations Coordinator
Social Services Investigator
Social Work Intern Supervisor, Part-time
57
51
49
55
55
51
51
53
53
58
55
53
58
49
51
58
50
58
49
51
51
58
49
52
53
53
58
55
58
50
54
57
57
55
55
53
54
52
55
53
53
53
51
55
56
54
58
53
57
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Supervising Child Care Worker 55
Supervising Emergency Housing Specialist 54
Supervising Examiner 55
Supervising Social Services Investigator 55
Supervisor of Client Benefits 55
Supervisor Fair Hearings 57
Supervisor of Long Term Care 55
Teacher 55
Youth Project Coordinator 55
Youth Project Worker 53
And any other classification which may be agre'ed to in writing between the parties
hereto.
Part-time employees within the above job titles shall be considered as part of the bar-
gaining unit. The foregoing job titles are illustrative only, and the parties agree that any
title change, which is substantially equivalent to the former title, shall be included in this
Article.
The County agrees that any new title created which may be within the community of
interest of the Federation shall be submitted in writing to the Federation.
The County shall determine the salary group of any title created within the Federa-
tion's community of interest. If there is a disagreement regarding the County's deter-
mination of the salary group attached to such new title, the parties agree to enter into
negotiations in an attempt to resolve this matter.
ART~ClE 5
COMIPENSAT~ON
Section 5.1: Effective with the first pay period of 2000, all employees shall receive
a wage increase of one percent (1 %). In addition, Step F shall be added to the salary
schedule, which shall be two percent (2%) above Step E in each pay group.
Section 5.2: Effective with the first pay period of 2001, the 2000 salary schedule
shall be increased by the cost-of-living (Consumer Price Index, set forth below), with
a minimum of 2.5%, and a maximum of 3.5%.
Section 5.3: Effective with the first pay period of 2002, the 2001 salary schedule
shall be increased by the cost-of-living (Consumer Price Index, set forth below), with
a minimum of 2.5%, and a maximum of 3.5%.
Section 5.4: Effective with the first pay period of 2003, the 2002 salary schedule
shall be increased by the cost-of-living (Consumer Price Index, set forth below), with
a minimum of 2.5%, and a maximum of 3.5%.
The Consumer Price Index to be used for the above salary schedule increases shall
be the national CPI-W index (Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers), unadjusted,
for the 12-month period of July 1-June 30, as published by the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics. Thus, the wage increase for 2001 (effective pay period 1) will be the national
CPI-W index for July 1, 1999-June 30, 2000, subject to the minimum and maximum
stated above. Wage increases for 2002 and 2003 shall be set in the same manner,
based upon the previous July 1-June 30 period.
Section 5.5: All employees coming on the payroll of the County shall be hired at Step
"X" of the salary schedule or at a higher step, at the discretion of the Director.
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Employees commencing employment at Step "X" shall, upon satisfactory comple-
tion of the probationary period, advance to Step "A". For purposes of increment eval-
uation, the date of employment shall remain as the anniversary date.
Section 5.6: Employees shall receive increments effective the first full pay period of
the month in which their anniversary date occurs.
Section 5.7: An employee's date of provisional appointment shall be his increment
anniversary date. When a provisional employee achieves permanent status in that title,
he shall retain the same increment date as the date of provisional appointment.
Section 5.8: When an employee is promoted to a job title having a higher salary rate,
he shall, upon promotion, be paid that salary step in the higher pay group which is at
least equal to the next increment in his old title.
If the employee, upon promotion, is at step E or step F in the the salary schedule, the
employee shall then move to the salary step in the new position which is immediately
above the salary in the previous position, plus one additional step.
An employee who moves to a new title without a change in pay group shall, for pur-
poses of increment evaluation, retain his anniversary date prior to the title change.
Section 5.9: Pay days shall be bi-weekly. If the pay day falls on a holiday, the pre-
ceding workday shall become the pay day.
ARTICLE 6
DIFFERENTIAL PAY
All employees who are on the County payroll as of December 18, 1973 and who
receive a 10% educational differential shall continue to receive such differential.
All employees who are on the County payroll as of December 18, 1973 and who sub-
sequently acquire a Master's degree in Social Work shall also receive such differential.
All Casework Aides on the County payroll as of December 18, 1973 who are receiv-
ing a 10% differential shall continue to receive such differential.
All Casework Aides on the County payroll as of December 18, 1973 and who sub-
sequently acquire a high school diploma or equivalency certificate shall receive such
differential.
Nothing contained in this article shall apply to employees hired subsequent to
December 18, 1973.
ARTICLE 7,
PERSONNEL RULES
Section 7.1: The Department Personnel Services, with the cooperation of the Data
Processing Department, will maintain records of attendance for all County employees.
Each department head is responsible for the accuracy of each attendance record and
for following the presqribed procedures. Each department head and employee is
responsible for reporting attendance and leave data.
Each employee shall sign a time accounting card attesting to the fact that the
employee was "to duty" or on designated type of leave during each day of the pay
period. This must be countersigned with an approved signature in the employee'~
department. Pay will be authorized only after submission of an approved time account-
ing card.
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Section 7.2: Abuses in utilization of earned credits and/or time off may result in dis-
ciplinary action.
In the event of public transportation difficulties, severe storms, floods or similar
uncontrollable conditions affecting a group of employees, tardiness and absences may
be excused from disciplinary action and employees will be allowed to use their credits
to avoid loss of pay.
Section 7.3: The parties agree that all employees will be paid on Friday in 26 equal
payroll periods during the course of the year. When requested by the employee, reg-
ular authorized deduction plans that have been approved by the Director of Personnel
Services shall be made each payday.
Section 7.4: During any absence with pay, there shall be no interruption of an
employee's service. Credits shall be earned by full-time employees during all payroll
periods in which the employee is on full-pay status, with the exception of paid educa-
tionalleave, during which time credits shall not accrue.
Section 7.5: Credits shall be earned by all full-time employees; credits shall accu-
mulate in days and hours and can be used in no less than quarter-hour units as
approved by the department head or his designee.
Credits earned or taken may be charged or credited in quarter-hour blocks.
Earned credits are based upon an employee's hiring date, which shall remain con-
stant. If job changes occur within County government, credits shall remain with the
employee.
All credits must be earned before they can be used. Credits accrued shall be noted
by Data Processing on each time accounting card in terms of days and hours appro-
priate to the job. An employee's signature and a counter-signature by his department
head or his designee on the time accounting card attests to the accuracy of the leave,
days accrued and posted.
Section 7.6: If an injury occurs as the result of employment, up to five days' salary
will be paid without charge against earned sick leave credits. These five days may be
. credited only within a seven day period immediately following the date of injury. To be
entitled to the five days' pay, the following conditions must prevail:
1. The employee must have received medical care relating to the work related ill-
ness or injury.
2. A statement of the disability from the attending physician must be submitted to
the department head or his designee on/before the seventh day following the
commencement of the disability.
3. The physician's statement must confirm that a work related disability occurred
and state an expected date of return to work, if possible.
Further compensation will be paid according to the rules of the Worker's Compen-
sation Law.
Section 7.7: If an employee is required to render military duty, he shall be granted a
military leave of absence pursuant to Section 243 of the Military Law of the State of
New York.
Application for reinstatement must be made within ninety days from the day mili-
tary service is terminated. Upon return to County service, all sick and vacation credits
to which an employee was entitled at the beginning of the leave will be restored. Adjust-
ments will be awarded in accordance with Civil Service Law and Section 243 of the Mil-
itary Law of the State of New York.
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Consistent with Section 242 of the Military Law of the State of New York, members
of the National Guard or the Reserve of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Air Force or
Coast Guard will be granted a military duty leave of absence up to 30 working days with
pay in any calendar year.
Section 7.8: An employee who is pregnant may continue working as long as she
and her attending physician feel she can adequately perform her work.
A pregnancy related disability shall be treated in the same manner as any other non-
occupational disability in respect to sick leave benefits, except that pregnancy related
disability shall be certified by the attending physician prior to the payment of sick leave
benefits to which the employee may be entitled.
The employee may use any accumulated vacation or compensatory time credits dur-
ing the non-disability period of maternity leave.
The employee has the right to be reinstated in a position of equivalent pay, subject
to the written approval of her attending physician.
Maternity leave shall not exceed one (1) year, which shall include paid and unpaid
time. .
In the event of an employee adopting a child, the employee, upon written request,
shall be granted a leave not to exceed one year, which shall permit the use of earned
credits (excluding sick leave) and unpaid leave.
Section 7.9: A written request for a leave of absence without pay for reasons not
.cited in the Personnel Rules must be submitted to the employee's department head.
Upon recommendation and approval of the Director of Personnel Services, leave may
be granted for no more than one (1) year.
Section 7.10:
1. Transfer to another office or department into a job with the same classification and
qualifications is permissible for the benefit of the County. Requests for a transfer
by an employee shall be made to the Director of Personnel Services.
2. In the cases of resignation or retirement, a written notice of intention shall be
given to the department head at least two weeks prior to the last day of employ-
ment; compensation will be made for unused vacation and compensatory days
up to forty working days in each category.
An employee who is discharged atter a determination of incompetency or miscon-
duct or who fails to give two (2) weeks' notice of resignation or retirement shall forfeit
compensation for unused vacation credits.
An employee who resigns or retires without giving two (2) weeks' notice shall be enti-
tled to a seventy-two (72) hour "cooling-off' period, during which time he may modify
his position by giving the required two (2) weeks' notice; in which case, he will be enti-
tled to the unused compensation for vacation credits.
It is understood, however, that such "cooling-off' period shall not affect the decision
to resign or retire, and will not require the department head or his designee to rescind
the acceptance of such resignation or retirement.
In the event of an employee's death, compensation for unused credits will be paid
first to his beneficiary and then to his estate.
If a person has held a permanent appointment in the competitive class and has
resigned, he may be reinstated without examination within one year from th~ date of
such termination. Reinstatement into the same or a similar position, in the .same or
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lower grade, will be subject to Civil Servic;:e regulations. A reinstated employee may be
granted some sick leave credits at the discretion of the Director of Personnel Services.
Any employee removed for just cause from County service will not be eligible for rein-
statement.
3. Employment and assignment of relatives shall be pursuant to the policy promul-
gated by Monroe County.
A~r~CllE 8
~lEr~~IEMIE~r
Section 8.1: The improved Career Plan, Section 75-i, shall be continued by the
County of Monroe.
Section 8.2: All members of the Plan are granted the application of unused sick
leave as additional service credit upon retirement up to 165 days.
Section 8.3: The County shall provide the death benefit provisions of Section 75-i in
accordance with the rules and regulations applicable to pre and post 1973 participants.
Section 8.4: The parties agree that the provisions of this article shall not be incon-
sistent with the provisions of the New York State Retirement Fund as enacted by the
New York State Legislature.
Section 8.5: The County will inform new employees during the first ten workdays
of their eligibility for participation in the New York State Retirement System.
A~1r~CllE 9
HHEAl1r1HJ~~SlUJ~A~CIE
All full-time employees of the County may, by application, become members of the
Blue Cross/Blue Shield plan of the Rochester Hospital Service Corporation, including
Blue Million coverage, the full outpatient rider, and the $3.00~generic/$6.00-non-generic
co-pay drug rider, effective when available. In addition, all available Health Mainte-
nance Organization (HMO) plans shall be offered to all full-time employees.
Employees hired by the County prior to January 1, 1986 shall pay, through payroll
deduction, 6.25% of the premium of the health insurance they select. Employees hired
by the County on or after January 1,1986 shall pay, through payroll deduction, 12%
of the premium of the health insurance they select.
Effective pay period 10 of 2000, employees hired by the County after January 1,
1986, who choose Blue Choice Select or Preferred Care Community coverage, shall
pay 8% of the health insurance premium for such coverage. The contribution shall be
made by payroll deduction.
The County reserves the right to change insurance carriers if it deems necessary,
however, the County agrees to provide at least equal benefits to the coverage con-
tained in the Blue Cross/Blue Shield contract.
It shall be the employee's responsibility to initiate such membership-in the plan in the
appropriate personnel office and the employee shall be responsible for notifying, in
advance, the appropriate personnel office respecting any change in status of the
employee for medical insurance coverage. The parties agree that duplicate health
insurance coverage shall not be available to employees who came on the payroll sub-
sequent to January 1, 1973.
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During 1991, retirees of the County, pursuant to Resolution No. 173 of 1966, as
adopted and amended by the Monroe County Legislature, shall receive fully paid Blue
Cross/Blue Shield protection which is in effect at the time of the employee's retirement
from the County after they have had five years of continuous, full-time County service
immediately preceding retirement and are:
a. Drawing a pension from the NYS Employee's Retirement System, or'
b. Retired under Social Security benefits.
c. Application for continued medical coverage must be made at the County Per-
sonnel Office on/before the date of retirement.
Effective in the first pay period of 1992, retirees of the County shall receive the health
insurance coverage which is in effect at the time of the employee's retirement from the
County, if they have had five years of continuous, full-time County service immediately
preceding retirement under the State Retirement System or under Social Security and
according to years of service with the County, as follows:
5- 9 years of service - County pays 85% of premium
10-14 years of service - County pays 90% of premium
15 years of service or more - County pays 100% of premium.
Application for continued medical coverage must be made at the County Person-
nel Office on/before the date of retirement.
Any employee who has been granted an unpaid leave of absence shall be permit-
ted to continue participation in the group health insurance program for the duration of
such leave of absence.
Such employee shall have full responsibility to remit to the County of Monroe the
periodic premium required. Failure of the employee to comply with the requirements of
premium remittance shall relieve the County of any obligation to continue such
employee on its health insurance roster.
The County agrees that at the time of granting permission for an employee to take
an unpaid leave of absence, it will, in writing, fully inform such employee of the proce-
dure necessary and the remittance requirement in order for such employee to continue
his participation in the County's group health insurance program.
The County shall provide the health insurance coverage which was in effect for a
retiree to the surviving spouse of the retiree and children up to the age of nineteen (19)
providing the retiree had served ten (10) years of continuous full-time County service
immediately preceding retirement. Such coverage shall be available on the same pay-
ment basis as was applicable to the retiree and shall continue for the lifetime of the sur-
viving spouse or until remarriage.
Section 9.1: Each employee may, at his option, enroll in the County dental program,
which is set forth in the Memorandum of Agreement between the parties hereto.
Each new employee shall be eligible for participation in the program, commencing
with the 46th day following the date of employment.
The dental insurance cap shall be increased from $750 to $1 ,000, effective January
1, 1996.
Section 9.2: Retirees of the County who are eligible for health insurance and who
have completed at least ten (10) years of continuous full-time County service immedi-
ately preceding retirement shall be entitled to fully paid dental coverage (single or fam-
ily whichever is applicable) which is in effect at the time of retirement.
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Section 9.3: The County and the Union will, on an ongoing basis, discuss the imple-
mentation and operation of the County's Employee Assistance Program.
AIRT~Cl[E ~0
lONGEV~TV
Section 10.1 : All full-time employees covered by this agreement who have given five
(5) through nine (9) continuous years of service as of July 1 of any year to the County
of Monroe shall receive $25 each year. This amount shall be increased to $75 in 2002.
All full-time employees covered by this agreement who have given ten (10) through
fourteen (14) continuous years of service as of July 1 of any year to the County of Mon-
roe shall receive $425 each year. This amount shall be increased to $475 in 2002.
All full-time employees covered by this agreement who have given fifteen (15)
through nineteen (19) continuous years of service as of July 1 of any year to the County
of Monroe shall receive $525 each year. This amount shall be increased to $575 in
2002.
All full-time employees covered by this agreement who have given twenty (20)
through twenty-four (24) continuous years of service as of July 1 of any year to the'
County of Monroe shall receive $625 each year. This amount shall be increased to
$675 in 2002.
All full-time employees covered by this agreement who have given twenty-five (25)
or more continuous years of service as of July 1 of any year to the County of Monroe
shall receive $725 each year. This amount shall be increased to $775 in 2002.
Longevity payments shall be made in lump sum on or about July 1 of each year in
accordance with past practices.
AIRT~ClE ~~
TIRANSIPOIRTAT~ON IRE~MB!UJIRSEMENT
Section 11.1 : The County shall provide mileage allowance in the same amount and
on a retroactive basis as that which is promulgated by the Internal Revenue Service to
those employees required to use their personal motor vehicles on County business. In
the event that public transportation or other private transportation is required, and in
the event that parking or toll fees are incurred on County business, such fees and
expenses shall be reimbursed upon proper proof thereof, and subject to the County
Controller's Office. Reimbursement shall not include any reimbursement for parking
fees normally incurred at the employee's place of business.
Section 11.2: Reimbursement shall be made on/before the twentieth '(20th) day of
the month following the month in which these expenses were incurred, subject to the
employee submitting a completed voucher by the fifth (5th) working day of that month.
Section 11.3: Any mileage or parking expense claimed which is less than Ten Dol-
lars ($10) shall not be submitted for payment until the claim exceeds Ten Dollars ($10).
In no event, however, shall mileage or parking claims be submitted later than Decem-
ber 1 of any year.
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ARTICLE 12
HOLIDAYS
Section 12.1: Holidays constitute days off with pay. Holidays to be observed by the
County of Monroe shall be
New Year's Day
Martin Luther King, Jr.'s Birthday
Washington's Birthday
Memorial Day
Independence Day
Labor Day
Columbus Day
Election Day
Veteran's Day
Thanksgiving Day
The day after Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Day
and a floating holiday which may be taken at a time mutually agreed to
between the employee and the Department Head or his designee. If the employee is
prevented by the Department from taking the floating holiday during the year, such
floating holiday shall be converted to the compensatory time bank of the employee. To
receive a floating holiday during any year, the employee must have been hired prior
to pay period 21 of that year.
Section 12.2: Observance of the above stated holidays shall be in accordance with
the observance prescribed by State and Federal Law. .
Section 12.3: When a legal holiday falls on a Saturday, it shall be observed on the
proceeding Friday. When a holiday falls on a Sunday, the following Monday will be con-
sidered a holiday with pay. Employees who work on holidays shall receive their regu-
lar compensation for the hours worked, plus time and one-half in cash or in compen-
satory time off, at the option of the employee. If an employee's compensatory bank is
at the maximum of forty (40) days, such time shall be added to the employee's vaca-
tion bank.
.
ARTICLE 13
EDUCATIONAL LEAVE WITH AND WITHOUT PAY
Section 13.1: Educational leave without pay for a period not to exceed two (2) con-
secutive years may be granted for the purposes of obtaining additional educational
training. Such two-year consecutive educational leave shall depend upon an
employee's successfully completing the first year of educational training.
Section 13.2: Educational leave with pay may be granted for one (1) year or two (2)
consecutive academic years. A person requesting educational leave with pay must sign
a statement promising to work respectively one (1) year or two (2) years for the County
after finishing such studies. Subject to the approval of the New York State Department
of Social Services, paid leaves of absence under scholarship approved by the said
Department for full-time study shall be provided by the County. While on educational
leave with pay, the employee will not continue to accrue credits.
Section 13.3: Tuition reimbursement shall be funded by a jointly administered,
County and Union, Education and Training Fund, funded by the County at the rate of
two cents per compensated hour for bargaining unit employees.
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ARrnClIE .14
~~ SIE~V~CIE lr~A~~~~G
Seciion 14.1: The County shall provide relevant training for each new, reassigned
or promoted employee. At a minimum, training shall consist of on-the-job training by
the immediate supervisor in addition to the departmental orientation program in exis-
tence.
Seciion 14.2: Each employee within the bargaining unit shall be entitled to up to one
hour of individual supervision each week, if needed.
Seciion 14.3: The County shall provide relevant and on-going training for any
employee deemed not to be performing adequately in a given area. Training is to be
carried out by the immediate supervisor in groups, if there is a group need, or individ-
ually, if there is an individual need.
Seciion 1404: The County recognizes that County sponsored institutes are an inte-
gral part of in-service training. When institutes are held, they shall be provided at no
cost for bargaining unit employees.
Section 14.5: The County will utilize its best efforts to provide on-going training for
employees covered by this agreement. Two representatives of the Federation shall be
included on any curriculum committee, which may be promulgated by the department.
Seciion 14.6: The County shall provide legal consultation to staff when needed and
shall hold training sessions for staff as to legal aspects on an as-needed basis.
A~lr~CllE 15
P~VS~CAl WO~D{~~G COND~r~O~S
Seciion 15.1: Each employee covered by this agreement shall be provided by the
County with adequate office equipment and supplies.
Seciion 15.2: Physical Working Conditions: The parties agree to jointly establish
and make a good faith effort to meet the following:
Working-condition standards;
Safety/security standards;
Standards for cleaning and maintenance;
Monitoring procedures for cleaning and maintenance;
Site-selection criteria to be used in choosing new work locations;
Labor/Management committee to recommend site selections and lease terms.
Seciion 15.3: The County will not require bargaining unit employees to work under
conditions that are unsafe or injurious to their health.
Section 15.4: The County shall notify the Federation of any changes in policy at
least ten (10) working days prior to the implementation of such changes, except if cir-
cumstances of a true emergency prevent giving such notice.
Seciion 15.5: The County shall ensure, prior to the occupancy of a new satellite facil-
ity, that such facility is safe for occupancy and does not pose a threat to the health of
the employees.
Section 15.6: The County agrees to reimburse employees for damages to clothing,
eyeglasses, or time pieces when damages are the direct result of a physical assault
upon the employee by a client in the course of County business. This will include dam-
ages resulting from performance of duty at the Children's Center.
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A maximum of two hundred ($200) will be reimbursed for damage to eyeglasses. A
maximum of one hundred and fifty dollars ($150) will be reimbursed for damage to
clothing and timepieces.
Employees will be reimbursed under the following ~onditions:
1) The incident must be promptly and fully documented;
2) The damages are not otherwise recoverable.
A,IRT~CllE 16
WOIRK lOA,D
Seciion 16.1: The County and the Federation endorse the principle of a "fair day's
work for a fair day's pay" and agree to cooperate in promoting this principle. The pro-
visions of this article are intended to elaborate the joint understanding by the parties of
the meaning of a "fair day's work for a fair day's pay".
Section 16.2: The parties agree that no work load standard based on number of
tasks shall be established or used as a criterion to determine the principle described
above. In determining minimum levels of satisfactory work for discipline or discharge
proceedings, the County shall not be precluded from considering quantity of work in
light of all the circumstances of the case.
Seciion 16.3: The County shall not conduct, engage in or install any time and motion
study or system, measured work system, or comparable research method or technique
for the purpose of imposing numerical standards on employees.
Seciion 16.4: No employee who is performing a "fair day's work" shall receive a
below average evaluation rating in any section of the evaluation form because of the
number of tasks performed. .
Section 16.5: No provision of this article is intended to allow or authorize an indi-
vidual or group of employees to reduce work load below the standard of a "fair day's
work for a fair day's pay" endorsed in Section 16.1.
Seciion 16.6: In the event that work load standards are mandated by the Federal or
State government, the County and the Federation shall negotiate the impact of such
mandate.
Seciion 16.7: In the event that employees in any division find it necessary consis-
tently to request overtime approval to meet work load, the matter will be referred to the
Labor/Management Committee for investigation and recommendations.
Seciion 16.8: The County agrees to use its best efforts to achieve a relatively equal
distribution of work load among employees performing similar work within a functional
unit.
Seciion 16.9: The County shall conduct an inventory of work load distribution within
the Department of Social Services at least twice a year, with a copy of the inventory and
a statement of action taken, if any, submitted to the Federation.
A,IRT~CllE 17
A,SS~GNMIENTS
Section 17.1: Subject to the provisions of this agreement, the department head
retains the right to make work assignments in order to properly carry on the functions
of the department.
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Section 17.2: The County shall post a notice of all original vacancies existing in the
department which the department intends to fill. The posting shall not apply to out-of-
title assignments. The notice of openings shall be posted for a minimum period of five
(5) business days. A copy of such notice shall be submitted to the Union at the time of
posting.
Section 17.3: Assignments shall be made from the list of candidates on the basis of
the following:
(a) Selection of one of the three (3) most senior candidates;
(b) Experience in related work;
(c) Satisfactory past performance;
(d) Capability to perform the work with training, within a reasonable period of time.
Where no employees have submitted their names to the posting, involuntary assign-
ments shall be made on the basis of seniority applied inversely, capability to perform
the work with training within a reasonable period of time, experience in related work
and satisfactory past performance.
The first secondary vacancy that is created by the filling of an original vacancy shall
be posted and filled in the same manner as an original vacancy is posted and filled.
Further secondary vacancies shall be either posted, filled from a Civil Service list, or
filled from any other appropriate source (such as reinstatement, transfer, employee
returning from leave), at the department's discretion. .
Nothing contained i~ this article shall interfere with the County's right to fill vacancies
with persons who come from outside the bargaining unit.
To fully benefit from his training period, no probationary employee shall be volun-
tarily or involuntarily reassigned ,more than once during the probationary period.
Section 17.4: Any employee who voluntarily requests reassignment and is reas-
signed shall not be eligible for another voluntary reassignment for a period of six
months.
Section 17.5: Any employee may submit a special request for reassignment or a
special protest against an involuntary reassignment on grounds of hardship. Such
hardship requests or protests shall be submitted in writing to the employee's supervi-
sor who shall reply in writing within five (5) working days. Special requests for lateral
assignments or special protests on hardship grounds shall not be denied without just
and sufficient cause in light of the hardship presented. Denial of such requests or
protests may be appealed by recourse to the grievance procedure.
Section 17.6: An employee shall be notified at least two weeks prior to the effec-
tive date of a lateral work assignment, unless otherwise mutually agreed to between
the Federation and the County.
Section 17.7: The department head shall not reassign an employee for the purpose
of imposing a penalty upon him and shall not apply the provisions of this Article in an
arbitrary, capricious or discriminatory manner.
ART~ClE 18
ClASS~f~CAT~ON, AND REClASS~f~CAT~ON
Section 18.1 : Any employee alleging that he has experienced major changes and/or
responsibilities, as a result of a reorganization of any division, unit or team level, or as
a result of reassignment, or changes in job function, may appeal to the local Civil Ser-
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vice Commission for a job audit. The local Civil Service Commission shall conduct $uch
a job audit study at the earliest possible time. If the employee is not satisfied with the
results he shall have the opportunity to appeal to the Civil Service Commission and/or"
to the Courts.
Section 18.2: The County agrees to consult with the Federation in respect to "any
future classification or reclassification of any job title within the bargaining unit or of any
new title within the Federation's community of interest prior to submission of such clas-
sification to the County Legislature or to any of its committees. The County further
agrees that upon determination of a classification or reclassification within the com-
munity of interest of the Federation, it will promptly enter into consultation and discus-
sions with representatives of the Federation in respect to such classification or reclas- .
sification. The County agrees to make available to representatives of the Federation
all data which has an effect upon such determination regarding classification, reclas-
sification and further, the County will permit representatives of the Federation to testify
before the Civil Service Commission in respect to any classification or reclassifica-
tion.
Section 18.3: Notice of examinations shall be conspicuously posted on each floor
of the department and in all areas where employees are represented by the Federa-
tion, at least ten (10) days prior to the cutoff date for submission of applications for the
taking of such examinations. In addition, the monthly summary of upcoming County
exams shall be posted at all work sites. "
Section 18.4: The County shall request that the Civil Service Commission conduct
an appropriate examination for new positions as soon as possible.
ARTICLE 19
SENIORITY
Permanent, Competitive Employees
Section 19.1 : Seniority shall conform strictly in accordance with Civil Service Law.
Section 19.2: Seniority shall be broken by:
a) Voluntary quit - failure to return within one year from date of resignation.
b) Discharge for cause in accordance with Article 21 of this agreement.
c) Retirement.
d) Failure to return from layoff within fifteen working days following notification.
Section 19.3: Benefits and leave credits, except for health insurance, shall be
retained but not accumulate under the following circumstances:
a) Educational leave of absence without pay.
b) Service in Peace Corps, VISTA and similar governmental programs.
c) Maternity leave.
d) Leave of absence without pay.
Section 19.4: Benefits, status and seniority shall be retained and accumulate dur-
ing any leave of absence with pay.
Leave credits shall not accumulate during an educational leave of absence with pay.
Section 19.5: Seniority accumulation and retention of benefits in respect to military
service shall be in accordance with Section 243 of the Military Law of the State of New
York.
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Section 19.6: Employees shall receive at least two weeks' notice of layoff.
Recall from layoff shall be in accordance with Section 81 of Civil Service Law.
Section 19.7: Job abolishments in non-competitive titles shall be in inverse order of
seniority established for each title.
Employees whose positions have been abolished shall be recalled in non-competi-
tive job titles in inverse order of layoff.
Permanent, Non-Competitive Positions
Section 19.8: A seniority roster shall be established for the full-time positions of Case
Work Aide and Home Management Specialist and this list shall be applied in respect
to layoffs and recalls. Seniority shall be accumulated on the basis of permanent, con-
tinuous service from original date of hire in a non-competitive position. Employees in a
non-competitive position shall not be placed on a seniority roster until such time as they
have served a six month probationary period.
Section 19.9: Seniority shall be broken by:
a) Resignation.
b) Discharge for cause in accordance with Article 21, Section 21.2. ,
c) Retirement.
d) Failure to return from layoff within fifteen working days following recall notification.
Section 19.10: Benefits, except for health insurance, shall be retained but not accu-
mulate under the following circumstances:
a) Educational leave of absence without pay.
b) Service in Peace Corp, VISTA and similar governmental programs.
c) Maternity leave. .
d) Leave of absence without pay.
Section 19.11: Benefits and status shall be retained and accumulate during a leave
of absence with pay.
There shall be no accrual of leave credits dl!ring an educational leave of absence
with pay.
Section 19.12: Seniority accumulation and retention of benefits in respect to military
service shall be in accordance with Section 243 of the Military Law of the State of New
York.
Section 19.13: Employees shall receive at least two weeks notice of layoff.
Section 19.14: Nothing contained in this article shall be intended to diminish in any
manner job rights or status accrued to employees pursuant to Civil Service Law or any
other appropriate rules or regulations.
ART~CllE 20
PIERSONNlEl PRACT~CIES
Section 20.1 : Typing of derogatory material relating to an employee's performance
shall be performed by clerical employees at the administrative level.
Section 20.2: Each employee covered by this agreement shall have a written eval-
uation of his work performance by his immediate supervisor once every calendar year,
by the anniversary of his date of hire or the anniversary of his appointment to his pres-
ent position, or upon written request of such employee prior to either the employee or
the supervisor leaving the unit. In addition, there shall be a written evaluation of all
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probationary personnel, which shall occur approximately mid-point between the
employee's date of hire and the end of the employee's probationary period.
A probat,ionary employee who receives a 6-month increment and who has not
received a 6-month evaluation shall be presumed to have a passing evaluation. Any
deficiencies occurring in the first 6 months must be included in the 6-month evaluation.
Section 20.3: When an employee has probationary status, his supervisor shall,
unless impossible, make an interim evaluation in writing of such employee prior to
either the employee or supervisor leaving the unit, whether this be due to transfer, reas-
signment or the supervisor's termination from the department. When a conflict exists,
such interim evaluation may be appealed to the department head or his designee.
Section 20.4: The performance evaluation form shall be made available to the eval-
uator no less than fifteen working days prior to the date the evaluation is due.
Section 20.5: Employees shall be given a copy of any evaluation prepared by their
supervisors. Employees shall have the right to discuss such evaluation with their super-
visors. The employee shall acknowledge he has read such material to be filed by affix'-
ing his signature on the actual copy to be filed, with the understanding that such sig-
nature merely signifies that he has read the material to be filed and does not
necessarily indicate agreement with its contents.
Section 20.6: No employee shall receive a below-average evaluation unless said
employee has received an informal counseling interview at least three (3) months
before the. evaluation, pursuant to Section 21.3 of this agreement.
Section 20.7: An employee concerned as to his evaluation, interim evaluation, or
formal counseling interview shall have the right to be represented by the Federation
in discussion of such matters with the department head or his designee. Employees
who wish a review at that level must present a written request no later than ten (10)
working days following the receipt of the written evaluation or corrective interview. The
employee or the Federation may request that the subject matter of such discussion be
kept confidential. .
The determination of the department head or his designee shall be final, and shall
not be grievable under Article 31 of this agreement.
Section 20.8: An employee shall have the right to answer the material relating to his
evaluation, interim evaluation, or record of a formal counseling interview, and such
answer shall be attachec;t to the evaluatory material filed. The supervisor shall acknowl-
edge that he has read such answer by affixing his signature to the answer filed. The
affixed signature.of the supervisor merely signifies that he has read such answer and
does not indicate that said supervisor agrees with such answer. .
The determination of the department head or his designee shall be.final and shall not
be grievable under Article 31 of this agreement.
.
Section 20.9: In accordance with past procedures, each employee shall have
access to all material in his personnel file. The employee shall have the right to sub-
mit a statement concerning any material in his file. Such statement shall become part
of the personnel file.
Section 20.10: No person other than authorized personnel shall have access to a
covered employee's personnel file. For the purposes of this section, authorized per-
sonnel shall be defined as: the employee's immediate supervisor, Staff Development
personnel, Certification Supervisors, Administrative Caseworker, and such other per-
sons having a legitimate purpose in examining an employee's personnel file, or as may
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be authorized by the Director of Social Services, the County ~xecutive, or their respec-
tive designees. No other person shall have access to a personnel file without the
employee's permission in writing to the department head or his designee.
Any person inspecting an employee's personnel file must affix the date and his sig-
nature to the jacket of the personnel file.
Section 20.11: No derogatory material related to the employee's conduct, perform-
ance, character or personality shall be placed in the personnel file without notification
to the employee. The employee shall be given an opportunity to read such material and
may acknowledge that he has read such material by affixing his signature on the mate-
rial to be filed, with the understanding that such signature merely acknowledges that
he has read such material and does not indicate agreement with its contents. The
employee shall receive a copy of such material upon request. Any employee who has
derogatory material lodged against him shall have such material deleted from his per-
sonnel file when such material has been determined invalid by normal grievance pro-
cedures, civil court action, or formal or informal hearings within the County.
Section 20.12: An Ad Hoc evaluation committee shall study the current evaluation
procedures, when evaluation criteria are being considered which effect members of the
bargaining unit, with the goal of refining the criteria for evaluating work performance.
. Such committee shall meet at appropriate times and shall include two designated rep-
resentatives of the Federation. When criteria for evaluating work performance are
developed, and the Federation representatives disagree with the results, the.Federa-
tion shall have the right to grieve such criteria with regard to reasonableness com-
mencing at the second step of the grievance procedure.
Section 20.13: A post-employment evaluation will consist of a composite of all past
evaluations and shall be completed by designees of the department head.
Employees who resign or retire may request a post-employment evaluation to be
completed by designees of the department head.
Section 20.14: The County agrees that all new or changed policy directives to staff
concerning work processes will be in writing.
Section 20.15: A counseling interview encompassing an incident of misconduct or
incompetency shall, after one (1) year, not be used to disadvantage an employee for
future promotions or assignments unless similar incidents of misconduct or incompe-
tency are documented by the County subsequent to the counseling interview.
Section 20.16: Any report of an adverse nature which is three (3) or more years
old shall upon written request of the employee, be removed from the Personnel File
and placed in a sealed envelope and may be opened only after reasonable notification
to the employee and only for.purposes of defense by either the employee or the County
in a legal or administrative proceeding. Material, which has been placed in a sealed
envelope, will not be referred to in a subsequent step of the contractual grievance pro-
cedure.
ART~CllE 21
COUJJNSIEUNG AND PROGRIESS~VIE ID~SC~PUNE
The purpose of this article is to provide prompt, equitable, and efficient counseling
and discipline procedures. Both parties to this agreement recognize the importance
of counseling and the principle of progressive, constructive, and corrective discipline.
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Informal and formal counseling referred to elsewhere in this agreement shall not be
regarded as part of the formal disciplinary procedure.
The parties also recognize that employee problem areas shall be addressed when-
ever possible in the evaluation, supervisory conference, and informal and formal coun-
seling process.
The County shall follow a policy of progressive discipline whenever appropriate. The
County agrees that all such proceedings will be conducted with dignity toward the
involved employee. All information resulting from counseling and disciplinary proce-
dures will be confidential, except as provided by law and where operationally neces-
sary.
Section 21.1: The following procedures shall apply to all permanent competitive
employees, permanent non-competitive employees (with more than 6 months of con-
tinuous service), provisional employees with more than one (1) year of continuous serv-
ice, and part-time employees with more than 910 continuous working hours.
Section 21.2: No employee covered under Section 21.1 shall be disciplined or dis-
charged without just and sufficient cause.
Section 21.3: Informal Counseling Procedure: Verbal discussion of a deficiency
shall occur between the immediate supervisor and the employee with a review of
progress in thirty (30) days. The verbal discussion shall be reduced to writing, setting
forth the deficiency discussed, what improvement is expected, and incorporating a plan
to correct the deficiency perceived. The documentation shall not be placed in the
employee's personnel file. A copy shall be given to the employee and a copy retained
by the supervisor. Dissimilar deficiencies shall be handled as separate issues.'
Formal Counseling Procedure: If unsatisfactory performance continues or upon
recurrence of unsatisfactory performance, another discussion will be held with the
employee. The discussion shall be documented and placed in the employee's per-
sonnel file. The record shall include the previous counseling, describe the deficiencies
discussed, indicate what improvement is expected, and contain a plan to correct the
deficiency. A review of progress will be held with the employee after a reasonable
period of time, but no later than thirty (30) days thereafter. This record will be placed
in the employee's personnel file and a copy given to the employee. The Union shall be
notified of the counseling interview.
Section 21.4: Disciplinary action subject to this article shall consist of:
'
a. Written reprimand
b. Suspension without pay
c. Demotion
d. Discharge
The term "investigatory interview" shall be defined to mean the questioning of an
employee who, at the time of such questioning, appears to be a likely target for disci-
plinary action.
Prior to disciplining an employee, the department head or his designee shall (in writ-
ing) summon the employee, with forty-eight (48) hours of advance notice whenever
possible and appropriate, to an investigatory interview. .
The notice shall include the allegations made against him and that he is entitled to
Union representation at the interview. Simultaneously, the Union shall receive notice
of the intervie'w, including the name of the employee, type of interview which is to be
conducted, and the date, time, and place of the interview.
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During the investigatory interview the employee shall be given a full opportunity to
respond to the allegations and shall be allowed consultation with Union representa-
tives. The Union shall have the right to speak on behalf of the employee. The employee
and the Union shall be provided with a copy of all materials utilized by the County dur-
ing the investigatory interview, which are potentially of an adverse nature.
If discipline is issued, a statement summarizing the contents of the investigatory
interview shall be provided to the employee within a reasonable period following the
interview. The employee shall have the right to rebut in writing, for placement in the per-
sonnel file, any allegations or material of an adverse nature and for any disciplinary
action taken by the County.
If, following the investigatory interview, the department head or his designee deter-
mines that the allegations made are substantially correct and that disciplinary action is
to be taken, the following procedures shall be followed: ,
1) The employee shall be given notice of discipline which shall contain the reasons
for the discipline or discharge, including a description of the alleged acts or con-
duct, and the dates, times, and places such acts occurred, whenever possible.
The notice shall also include the penalty being imposed.
2) A copy of the notice shall be simultaneously given to the Union. Service shall be
given direCtly to the employee or by certified mail.
Section 21.5: An employee, alleging that the disciplinary action taken was without
just and sufficient cause, shall have full recourse to the grievance procedure com-
mencing at Step 2 of Article 31, providing that such grievance is filed within ten (10)
business days following receipt of the notice of discipline.
A grievance relating to suspension without payor discharge shall be filed at Step 3
of Article 31 .
The pen-dency of the grievance under this Article shall not restrict the County's right
to take the action being contested by the employee.
Section 21.6: Remedy. If an employee is improperly subjected to an interrogation in
violation of the provisions of this agreement, an arbitrator appointed pursuant to the col-
lective bargaining agreeme~t shall have the authority only to exclude information
obtained thereby or other evidence derived solely through such interrogation. The
County shall have the burden of proof to show that, upon the preponderance of the evi-
dence, evidence sought to be introduced was not derived solely by reason of such
interrogation and was obtained independently from the statements or evidence so pro-
vided by the employee.
'
Section 21.7: Burden of proof. In all disciplinary proceedings, the employee shall be
presumed innocent until proven guilty, and the burden of proof on all matters shall rest
upon the employer. Such burden of proof, even in serious matters, which might con-
stitute a crime, shall be preponderance of the evidence on the record and shall in no
case be proof beyond a reasonable doubt.
A~lr~ClE 22
IBUJllElr~N IBOA~DS, ~~GHlT TO ~NIFO~MAT~ON
AND DATA AND GENE~Al P~OV~S~ONS
Section 22.1: The Federation will supply bulletin boards of a reasonable size for the
exclusive use of the Federation, which shall be mounted within available space in those
facilities which employ members of the bargaining unit. The Federation shall have the
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right to post notices and other communications pertinent to Union business, and agrees
it will not post material which is derogatory or ih poor taste.
Section 22.2: The County shall, with five (5) days' written notice, submit to the Fed-
eration three copies of the seniority list of all those employees in the bargaining unit,
indicating the date of hire, present title, date of permanent appointment, present title
and salary grade and step.
The County further agrees to include in such list those employees having provisional
status, indicating date of hire, present title, salary grade, and step.
Section 22.3: The County shall, in writing and in a timely manner, notify the Feder-
ation of the work area placement of new hires in the bargaining unit.
Section 22.4: The County shall, upon request, furnish to the Federation all rele-
vant information and data necessary for the processing of grievances and for the
preparation of contract proposals for negotiations, providing such information and data
is available to the County.
Section 22.5: The County shall furnish the Federation fifteen hundred (1500) copies
of this agreement as soon as it is practicable to do so. The cost of the copies of the
agreement shall be shared equally by the parties to this agreement.
.
Section 22.6: The County agrees to inform any new employee within the bargain-
ing unit that the Federation is the certified bargaining agent for his job title. The depart-
ment agrees to allot a minimum of one (1) hour of every orientation period to the Fed-
eration during which a Federation representative will discuss with trainees contract
administration.
Section 22.7: The County agrees not to interfere with the rights of employees to
become members of the Federation; and there shall be no discrimination, interference,
restraint, or coercion by the County (or any County representative) against any
employee because of Federation membership. The County further agrees not to dis-
criminate against any employee for acting in an official Union capacity on lawful Union
business.
ARTICLE 23 .
FEDERATION USE OF FACILITIES
Section 23.1: Facilities shall be made available for Federation membership meet-
ings during non-working hours with the prior approval of the department head or h.is
designee.
.
Section 23.2: Facilities shall be made available during working hours with the prior
approval of the department head or his designee for the purposes provided for in Arti-
cle 29 of this agreement.
.
"
:J
ARTICLE 24
OVERTIME
Section 24.1 : The County and the Federation agree to the concept of overtime work
being performed on a voluntary basis whenever possible. This concept shall remain
operative subject to the continuing availability of qualified volunteers.
Section 24.2: Overtime shall be distributed as equally as possible among qualified
employees performing similar work within each division of his respective department,
Le., Income Maintenance, Service, etc.
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Section 24.3: Overtime for a special project (e.g., Social Security Recalculation)
shall be distributed as equally as possible among qualified employees of the depart-
ment.
Section 24.4: The concept of overtime work being performed on a voluntary basis
shall remain in effect, subject to a sufficient number of qualified volunteers to work the
required overtime.
The County agrees to give as much advance notice on overtime work as possible.
The department head or his designee shall notify the Federation President when-
ever there is an insufficient number of qualified volunteers.
Section 24.5: Overtime shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half for all hours
worked over forty hours per week, for all employees in Pay Group 53 and below.
Straight time payor compensatory time off (at the option of the employee) shall be
paid to all employees in Pay Group 54 and above who are in the exempt category
under F.L.S.A. for all hours worked in excess of forty hours per week.
Hours paid for but not worked, on holidays, compensatory time off, and vacations
shall be counted as time worked for the purpose of calculating overtime. Sick leave time
shall not be counted as time worked in the calculation of overtime.
Section 24.6: All time worked between thirty-five hours and forty hours per week
shall be at compensatory time off only, unless the department head or designee, in their
sole discretion, approves paid straight time overtime, and the employee agrees to
receive paid straight time overtime. The maximum accumulation of compensatory time
shall not exceed forty (40) days.
Section 24.7: Employees called in to work outside of regularly scheduled hours shall
be guaranteed a minimum of 2.67 hours at the rate of time and one-half. Such call-in
pay shall not apply to hours, which immediately adjoin the employee's regularly sched-
uled starting time. .
Section 24.8: On terminating employment with the County, an employee will be paid
up to forty (40) days' compensatory time accumulation.
ART~ClE 25
OlUTDOf-T~TlE WORK
Section 25.1: The County agrees not to assign any employee to an out-of-title posi-
tion in violation of Civil Service Law, rules and regulations.
Section 25.2: An employee directed by supervision in writing to assume the duties
of a higher classification for a period in excess of ten (10) consecutive work days shall
receive out-of-title pay for the duration of such assignment.
Employees who are directed to work in an out-of-title position without a written direc-
tive may promptly file a grievance at the second step of the Grievance Procedure
protesting the failure to receive the directive in writing.
Out-of-title pay shall apply only under circumstances when the higher titled employee
is on leave of absence or when the department head or his designee decides to tem-
porarily fill a vacancy. Any other claim by an employee that he is working out of title may
be processed through the department head in a request for a job audit, which shall be
conducted by the Department of Personnel Services.
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Section 25.3: Out-of-title pay will correspond to the step in the higher title which is
immediately above the salary being received by the employee in his permanent clas-
sification, plus one (1) additional step. .
Out-of-title assignment in a lower title shall not result in a salary reduction.
Out-of-title assignments shall be designated to the employee in writing, setting forth
the commencement date of such out-of-title assignment.
In the event a supervisor of a unit or team is not to be replaced by an out-of-title
assignment, the department head or his designee agrees to post a notice in that unit
or team stating the name of the individual who will be responsible for the overall super-
vision of that unit or team, . ' .
Section 25.4: The County agrees that it will not assign any employee in the bar-
gaining unit to out-of-title work in a lower title in excess of thirty (30) days in any cal-
endar year except with prior mutual agreement of both parties.
Section 25.5: The County will furnish to the Federation, each month, a list of per-
sons who have been working out of title for ten (10) working days or more.
ARTICLE 26
JOB SECURITY
Section 26.1 : Any employee within the bargaining unit may refuse a promotion with-
out prejudice and shall not be treated arbitrarily, capriciously or discriminatorily with
regard to any future appointments, assignment or promotion.
Section 26.2: Appointments and promotions shall be made according to the rules
and regulations of the Civil Service Commission of the County of Monroe and Civil Ser-
vice Law.
Section 26.3:
a) In the event of a reorganization of the department initiated by the County of its
own accord, the County shall negotiate the impact of such reorganization in
respect to any matter which is a mandatory subject of negotiations as defined
by the Public Employment Relations Board.
b) The County agrees to meet and confer with the Federation prior to any County
decision to subcontract, consolidate, merge, transfer or terminate work regularly
performed by members of the bargaining unit.
The County shall notify the Union of any request-for-proposal or competitive-bid
advertisement that involves work regularly performed by or which could be per-
formed by bargaining unit members. The Union shall have the opportunity to
make a proposal to the County in response to the RFP or competitive bid adver-
tisement within the time frames established for all responders.
The Union may use uncovered release time to develop such proposals.
The County shall provide to the Union financial and budgetary information perti-
nent to the Union's preparing a proposal.
Neither'the receipt of a request-for-proposal nor the submission of a proposal or
bid may be deemed a waiver of rights as defined by the Taylor Law and the Pub-
lic Employment Reiations Board.
The County further agrees to negotiate with the Federation the decision and the
impact of any decision relating to the action referred to in this sub-section when
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such matters are mandatory subject of negotiations as defined by the Public
Employment Relations Board.
c) In the event of a reorganization of the department mandated by the Federal or
State government in which the authority and responsibility for the method of
implementation is delegated to the County, the County and the Federation shall
negotiate the impact of such plan within the bounds of the County's delegated
authority and in respect to those matters which are mandatory subjects of nego-
tiation as defined by the Public Employment Relations Board.
d) In the event of a Federal or State reorganization over which the County has no
authority delegated to it, the County shall make every effort to give the Federa-
tion full voice in the planning for and implementation of such plan.
, Section 26.4:
a) The County will use its most diligent efforts to avoid job abolishments, to place
those employees whose jobs are abolished in other County employment and to
ease the impact of job abolishments in every possible way.
b) In the event lay-offs are scheduled; the provisions of Section 80 and 81 of the Civil
Service Law shall apply to permanent, competitive employees.
c} The County agrees to give laid-off employees the opportunity to return to their
jobs with 15 working days notice before hiring new employees in the same job
classification.
d) The County and the Union agree that unpaid furloughs are not desirable and all
diligent efforts should be made to avoid such occurrences except where an unan-
ticipated fiscal crisis exists. '
In such an instance, the County will explore available alternatives and will, prior to
making a decision, discuss the situation with the Union. The County will provide to the
Union all available, relevant fiscal information on which projections of a fiscal crisis are
based. , ,
If the County reaches a decision to'engage in unpaid furloughs, it will negotiate the
impact of such decision with the Union. The County agrees that any such decision will
not be made in a manner, which is unreasonable, discriminatory, arbitrary or capricious.
Section 26.5: An employee who assumes a provisional, competitive position may
not be discharged except for just and sufficient cause after serving one year in such
provisional position. A claim of discharge without just and sufficient cause may be
processed under the provisions of Article 31.
Section 26.6: Nothing contained in this agreement shall be construed to diminish in
any way, rights of employees under the Civil Service Law.
Section 26.7: Where a cost-savings program is agreed upon, current employees
employed at the time the program is implemented willl10t lose their Civil Service title or
salary grade as a result of implementation of such a program.
ART~ClE 27
CONFERENCE ATTENDANCE
Section 27.1 : Employees covered by this agreement shall be eligible for attendance
at conferences involving subjects determined by the department head to be relevant
and appropriate, subject to the approval of the Director of Personnel Services.
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Section 27.2: Legitimate expenses incurred at conferences which have been
approved by the department head and the Office of the Controller shall be reimbursed
to the employee. The department head shall promulgate procedures for advanced pay-
ment of expenses to be incurred in conference attendance.
Section 27.3: Subject to the approval of the department head, release time with pay
may be granted to employees for conference attendance at the employee's own
expense.
ART~CllE 28
OTHIER BIENIEIF~TS
Section 28.1: The work week for all employees covered by this contract shall be
thirty-five (35) hours.
One hour of each full work day is allowed, without pay, for lunch. Fifteen minute cof-
fee breaks may be taken in mid-morning and mid-afternoon.
Alternative work schedules will be available to employees upon agreement of the
County and the Union.
Section 28.2: Sick Leave
Sick leave constitutes absence for reasons of illness, or injury; medical, optical, den-
tal examinations or treatments; when serious or contagious di"sease affects a mem-
ber of the employee's family and requires that employee's care and attendance or
when, through exposure to contagious disease, a physician certifies that the
employee's presence at the place of duty jeopardizes the health of others.
(Immediate family shall include parents, spouse, children, brother, sister, grandpar-
ents and grandchildren, persons occupying the position of parent of the employee or
spouse, or any relative who is an actual member of the employee's household.)
When absence is required under the provisions of sick leave, that employee or
another person in his stead shall notify his supervisor of the reason within one-half hour
prior to the commencement of the work day or as soon thereafter as is possible.
Employees employed at the Children's Center or another person in his stead shall
notify the supervisor at least four (4) hours prior to the commencement of the work day,
or as soon thereafter as is possible. Sickness during the workday or otherwise shall be
reported to the immediate supervisor, who, in turn, shall notify the department head. In
the event that such employee or person is unable to notify the appropriate department
head or his designee, such employee or other person shall notify the Monroe County
Office of the Director of Personnel Services.
Sick leave shall be earned and posted at the rate of one (1) day per month of serv-
ice, up to a maximum of 200 days.
Sick leave that extends five (5) or more consecutive working days must be supported
by a standard medical certificate completed by an attending physician. The form shall
be submitted to the department head within seven days following the return to work.
When sick leave is used for three or more consecutive days because of illness in the
immediate family, a certificate by the attending physician covering the nature of the ill-
ness and the need for the employee to be in attendance of the relative is required. The
Director of Personnel Services may verify the validity of any absence under these reg-
ulations. Should a doctor or other qualified representative be assigned to visit an
employee during an illness, such person shall be allowed into the employee's home.
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Failure to submit evidence of illness when required will cause the absence to be con-
sidered as time off without pay.
Any employee engaging in gainful outside employment while on sick leave from the
County shall not be entitled to sick leave payment.
Section 28.3: Half-Pay Sick Leave
Employees who have been employed by the County for one year or more shall be
entitled to half-pay sick leave for a maximum period of three months under the follow-
ing conditions:
1) The employee has exhausted all available leave time.
2) The employee is subjected to an unpaid waiting period of ten working days.
3) The employee has not abused the sick leave privilege during his term of employ-
ment.
Employees who have been employed by the County for two years or more shall be
entitled to half-pay sick leave for a maximum period of six months under the following
conditions:
1) The employee has exhausted all available leave time.
2) The employee is subjected to an unpaid waiting period of five working days.
3) The employee has not abused the privilege of sick leave during his term of
employment.
Employees who have been employed by the County for three years or more shall be
entitled to half-pay sick leave for a maximum period of six months under the following
conditions:
1) The employee has exhausted all available leave time.
2) The elimination of an unpaid waiting period.
3) The employee has not abused the sick leave privileges during his term of employ-
ment.
It is understood that the foregoing sick leave provisions at half-pay may be granted
more than once during the twelve month period, providing the total entitlement is not
exceeded during the twelve month period.
Sick leave at half-pay shall not be unreasonably denied. Challenges to an unrea-
sonable denial of half-pay sick leave shall be processed through the Grievance Pro-
cedure commencing at Step 2 of the Grievance Procedure.
If the grievance is not resolved at Step 2 or Step 3 of the Grievance Procedure, the
case shall be presented to the Director of Personnel Services for final determination.
The parties agree that a grievance in respect to half-pay sick leave shall not be arbi-
trable.
Upon the recommendation of the department head and the approval of the County
Executive, an extension of half-pay sick leave may be granted.
Half-pay sick leave shall not be approved unless submitted at least five (5) days in
advance of the requirement for half-pay sick leave, unless not possible to do so.
It is understood that half-pay sick leave shall apply only to the employee and not to
illness within the employee's family.
The employee may choose to keep, in his/her time bank, 5 days of paid leave before
being placed on half-pay sick leave. This time may be used when the employee returns
to work.
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Section 28.4: Death in the Family
The Personnel Rules of the County of Monroe regarding death in the family shall also
apply to all part-time employees working less than full-time, but at least twenty-five (25)
hours weekly, in either a permanent part-time or permanent full-time position.
A full-time employee may be granted up to four working days with pay due to death
in the immediate family. This absence must be reported to .the Department Supervi-
sor on the first day of absence.
Immediate family shall include parents, spouse, children, brother, sister, grandpar-
ents and grandchildren, person occupying the position of parent of the employee or
spouse, or any relative who is an actual member'of the employee's household.
Section 28.5: Special Leave Without Pay ,
With the approval of the County Executive, an employee covered by this contract
may be granted up to two (2) years leave of absence for specialized services such as
the Peace Corps, VISTA, and other similar governmental programs.
,
Section 28.6: Advance Travel Funds
Advance travel funds shall be made to eligible employees under procedures prom-
ulgated by the Controller's Office and the department head.
Section 28.7: Civil Service Examinations
If death occurs in the immediate family of an employee who is scheduled on that day
for a local Civil Service examination, an equivalent exam shall be given upon approval
by the Director of Personnel Services. Appropriate procedures will be prescribed by the
Civil Service Department for reporting the death and applying for examination.
Time off with pay will be permitted in order to take promotional and competitive
examinations given by the Monroe County Civil Service Commission. The department
head must be given advance notice of the request for release time for such examina-
tion.
'
No examination fee shall be charged to employees in group 52 and below, or to
employees taking promotional examinations, or to employees taking open competitive
examinations in their career field. A list of career-field examinations shall be agreed
upon by the County and the Union.
Section 28.8: Earned credits shall be available to full time employees and to part-
time employees as set forth in Article 34. A full-time'employee shall be defined as one
who works for the County of Monroe on an annual basis and who is employed regu-
larly 25 hours per week or more.
No benefits or earned credits shall apply to employees who are classified as tem-
porary or seasonal.
A temporary employee shall be defined as one who is employed by the County for a
temporary period of time.
A seasonal employee shall be defined as one who is employed by the County for a
portion of a year only.
If a seasonal employee works more than nine months in a payroll year, the employee
shall be credited with the following earned credits in .pay period one of the next payroll
year, if the employee is still employed, or when the employee is rehired in the next pay-
roll year: five vacation days, three sick leave days, and 'five paid holidays as the holi-
days occur.
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All present employees who are receiving pro rata earned credits shall continue to
receive such credits.
Employees who receive pro rata credits shall receive such credits based on the fol-
lowing formula. Employees regularly employed between 25 and 29 hours per week -
five hours for each day of credit. Employees employed between 29 and 34 hours per
week - six hours per day of credit.
Section 28.9: Jury Duty
To meet an obligation as a citizen by serving on juries, full-time employees will be
granted time off with pay for jury duty.
Leave with pay is also granted pursuant to subpoena or other order of the Court pro-
viding the employee is not a litigant in the Court action.
However, the per diem jury pay only which an employee receives for serving shall
be paid to the County.
An employee who works the afternoon or night shift who is summoned to jury duty
shall be considered to be on the day shift working his normal work week for the dura-
tion of his jury service.
Section 28.10: Vacation
Any employee who has given at least one (1) month's notice in respect to schedul-
ing a vacation, which has been approved by the employee's supervisor, shall not have
his scheduled vacation canceled.
A full-time employee will earn a paid vacation allowance determined by length of con-
tinuous service as prescribed below. Vacation time taken shall only be granted when
approved by the department head. ,
F~RST YEAR ANID SECOND YEAR: Starting with the first month and ending with
the twenty-fourth month of service, vacation shall be earned and posted at the rate of
5/6 days per month of service. This is at an annual rate of 10 days per year.
THIRD YEAR TO N~NTH YEAR: After two years of service, starting with the twenty-
fifth month and ending with the ninety-sixth month of service, 1 5/12 days per month
shall be earned and posted per month. This is at an annual rate of 17 days vacation per
year.
NINTH YEAR TO FIFTEENTH YEAR: After eight (8) years of service, starting with
the'ninety-seventh month and ending with the one hundred sixty-eighth month, 1 1/2
days per month vacation shall be earned and posted. This is at an annual rate of 18
days vacation per year.
FIFTEENTH YEAR AND OVER: Commencing with the one hundred sixty-ninth
month of service, two days per month vacation shall be earned and posted. This is at
an annual rate of twenty-four days vacation per year.
Accumulation of vacation ,credits is allowed up to a maximum of forty (40) working
days. Vacation credits are neither earned nor posted when an employee is at his max-
imum.
Section 28.11: Shift Premium
An employee whose major part of the working day falls between the hours of 6:00
p.m. and 6:00 a.m., on a regular basis, shall be paid 70 cents an hour shift premium.
The major part of a working day is defined as 50% or more of the employee's hours.
Any regular shift, which extends past 6:00 p.m., shall be paid for at the rate of 70
cents per hour for each hour past 6:00 p.m.
'
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Section 28.12: Unemployment Insurance
The County will implement unemployment insurance coverage upon expiration of
Public Service Employment Bill enacted on December 17,1974.
Section 28.13: Career Ladder
The County agrees to promptly contact those agencies involved and to make a sin-
cere effort to enable Casework Aides and Home Management Specialists to move
through the Service career ladder. The County further agrees to continue the career-
ladder opportunities for those employees in non-competitive positions to move through
the Certification career ladders.
.
The County agrees, as soon as legally permissible, to adopt a provision which allows
non-competitive employees to take promotional examinations.
In the event a non-competitive employee assumes a position in the competitive
class, and either fails the competitive examination or fails to pass the probationary
period, sueh employee will be allowed to return to the non-competitive position formerly
held, with no loss of seniority.
In the event an employee holding a competitive position, who formerly held a non-
competitive position is laid off due to reduction of force, such employee will be allowed
to return to the non-competitive position formerly held, with no loss of seniority.
In the event a permanent, non-competitive employee assumes a provisional, com-
petitive position, such employee shall not be discharged except for just and sufficient
cause and have re~ourse to the procedures as set forth in Article 31.
The County and the Federation agree to establish a joint committee to discuss and
improve career ladders among job titles covered by the Federation.
Section 28.14: Flexible Benefits
The County will provide a Flexible Benefits Plan at no cost to employees for unre-
imbursed health, dependent care, and other costs, as permitted by law and regulation.
ARTICLE 29
FEDERATION REPRESENTATION, RELEASE FOR FEDERATION
BUSINESS AND LABOR MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Section 29.1: The Federation shall be represented by the following:
A) Federation officers not to exceed four (4) in number.
B) Various stewards not to exceed thirteen (13) in number.
C) Grievance Committee members not to exceed three (3) in number.
D) Bargaining Committee members not to exceed five (5) in number.
E) Labor Management Committee members not to exceed three (3) in number.
F) Delegates to International Convention not to exceed two (2) in number.
G) Delegates to district council meetings not to exceed three (3) delegates once per
year, and not to exceed two (2) delegates at other such meetings during the year.
The Federation shall forward to the Special Counsel for Labor Relations a list of the
names of its officers and stewards, and shall immediately notify the Special Counsel
for Labor Relations of any name changes as they occur. .
Section 29.2: The County agrees to grant the union representatives reasonable and
proper time off from their regular duties for the purpose of representing the negotiating
unit at P.E.R.B. hearings, budget hearings, meetings with representatives of the County
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and under other similar circumstances having a legitimate purpose in representing the
bargaining unit.
Section 29.3: The County agrees to grant area stewards and grievance committee
members reasonable and proper time off from their regular duties to assist in the
administration of the provisions of this agreement, to investigate and process griev-
ances, to visit as necessary the department facilities, to attend Federation-Department-
County meetings relating to the bargaining relationship of the parties, and to consult
with Federation officers or other I.U.E.-C.W.A. representatives.
Section 29.4: The County agrees to grant bargaining committee members reason-
able and proper time off from their regular duties to participate as a bargaining com-
mittee in the renewal or reopening of collective bargaining agreements.
Section 29.5: The County agrees to grant members of the Labor Management
Committee reasonable and proper time off from their regular duties to attend meetings
with department representatives and to pursue such matters arising out of the confer-
ences.
Section 29.6: Delegates to the International Convention and the district council
meetings will be granted up to twelve (12) man days per calendar year free from their
regular duties, with pay, to atten.d these functions on behalf of the Federation:
The wages of delegates attending the aforementioned functions in excess of twelve
(12) man days per calendar year shall be reimbursed to the County by the Federation
in a manner mutually agreed to by the parties to this agreement.
Section 29.7: Federation representatives who are to be granted release time, as set
forth in the provisions of this article, will be without any loss of pay and without preju-
dice to any other rights.
.
Section 29.8: Federation representatives shall notify their supervisors at any time
they intend to be absent from their regular duties for Federation business as described
in this article.
.
1. Release time for Union business, with or without pay, shall be provided for legit-
imate Union functions as set forth in the agreement.
2. Release time for Union business shall not be unreasonably denied.
3. Union representatives shall be allowed a maximum of one (1) hour release time
with pay, to prepare for arbitration hearings, improper labor practice hearings,
fact-finding hearings, contract negotiations, labor/management committee meet-
ings an.d other similar proceedings.
PROCIEDURIE IFOR RlEllEASIE 1"~MIE IFO~ UN~ON IBUS~NIESS
1. Union representatives shall, in advance, notify the immediate supervisor of the
requirement for release time and shall specify the place of intended visitation, the
purpose of release time and the estimated duration of absence.
2. Upon arrival at destination, the Union representative shall notify the supervisor of
that area of his presence, purpose and estimated duration of stay.
3. The Union representative shall, upon return to his work area, notify his supervi-
sor of the time of return.
4. All notification by the Union representative to his immediate supervisor shall be
in writing.
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5. It is intended that the provisions of this memorandum shall be implemented in a
reasonable manner.
Section 29.9: Uncovered release time will be paid by the County and then reim-
bursed by the Union so that the employee's total salary is not affected. Such release
time shall be consistent with past practice and shall be used in a reasonable manner.
Section 29.10: Labor/Management Committee meetings shall be held in accor-
dance with the schedule agreed upon between the department head or his designee
and the Federation committee. The purpose of these conferences will be to take up
important matters such as, but not limited to, the maintenance and improvement of har-
monious and cooperative relations, discussion of procedures for avoiding future griev-
ances, and policy questions arising out of the administration of this agreement.
A request for conference by either party shall be initiated by written request, setting
forth an agenda of subjects to be discussed. A written response to such request shall
be rendered within five working days stating a suggested date and time for conducting
such conference.
Issues, which are resolved, or positions, which the parties agree to reduce to writing,
shall be submitted within five working days of the conclusion of the conference. If pur-
suant to the function stated in this section, the members of the committee are of the
opinion that the problems referred to are not being resolved properly, the committee
shall issue a report giving details of the situation with recommendations to the depart-
ment head and a copy to the County Executive.
ARTICLE 30
LEAVE FOR UNION BUSINESS
An employee, upon request, shall be granted a leave of absence without pay for a
period of one year for the purpose of serving full- time with the Monroe County Feder-
ation of Social Workers, I.U.E.-C.W.A. 81381, and/or the A.F.L.-C.I.O. and the Inter-
national Labor Organization. Such leave shall, upon request of the employee, be
renewed annually.
.
ARTICLE 31
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
Section 31.1: Declaration of Policy
The purpose of this grievance procedure is to provide an orderly process whereby
the employees specified herein may equitably and expeditiously settle any grievance
that may arise in the course of their employment, free from coercion, restraint, inter-
ference, discrimination or reprisal. The procedural provisions contained herein shall be
liberally construed for the accomplishment of these objectives.
Section 31.2: Definitions
As used herein, the following terms shall have the following meanings:
a) "County" means the County of Monroe.
b) "Legislature" means the Monroe County Legislature.
c) "Employee" means any person directly employed and compensated by the
County of Monroe and represented by Monroe County Federation of Social
Workers, except persons employed in the Legislative and Judicial Branch thereof.
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d) "Superiors" means persons, regardless of title, who are assigned to exercise any
level of supervisory responsibility over employees.
e) "Department head" means the authorized appointing authority, or his designee,
for the respective department.
f) "Grievance" means any claimed violation, misinterpretation or inequitable appli-
cation of the specific and express terms of this agreement, or any existing law,
rule, procedure, regulation, order, or work rule of the County, that pertains to
County employment.
g) "Employee organization" means the Monroe County Federation of Social Work-
ers, I.U.E.-C.W.A. 81381.
Pendency of a grievance shall in no way operate to impede, delay or interfere with
the rights of the County to take the action complained of, up to and including the deci-
sion rendered by an arbitrator.
Prior Notice: Prior to the filing of a grievance, the Federation shall give notice of its
intent to file a grievance to the appropriate administrator (list to be provided by the
County). The purpose of this prior notice is to provide the parties an opportunity to set-
tle issues before a formal grievance is filed.
Step 1: The first step shall commence with the aggrieved employee's presentation
of his grievance to the Federation to determine if such grievance is a meritorious one.
When the Federation determines that the grievance has merit, the grievance shall be
processed in the following manner.
A grievance as defined hereinabove, between an employee or a group of employ-
ees and the County, shall be initiated by filing the grievance, in writing, with the depart-
ment head or a designee.
Step 2: The Federation may request a review of the grievance with the department
head. The department head or designee shall conduct a hearing in which all parties.
involved may present oral or written statements in support of their position.
In any individual grievance, the grievant shall attend step 2 of the grievance proce-
dure, unless agreed otherwise by the parties.
The department head or designee shall serve a written reply to the aggrieved
employee(s) and the Federation within five (5) business days of the close of the hear-
ing.
Step 3: In the event the grievance is not disposed of under Step 2 of the grievance
procedure, the Federation may request a review of the grievance with the Special
Counsel for Labor Relations. Such request shall be submitted in the same manner pro-
vided for in Step 2 of the grievance procedure ,and shall be submitted within five (5)
business days from the conclusion of Step 2. The Special Counsel for Labor Relations
shall serve a written reply to the Federation and the aggrieved employee(s) within ten
(10) business days following the review of the grievance.
Step 4: In the event the grievance is not disposed of under Step 3 of the grievance
procedure, the Federation may submit the grievance to arbitration in the manner pro-
vided for below within five (5) business days from the conclusion of Step 3.
Within thirty (30) working days after the effective date of this agreement, the Special
Counsel for Labor Relations and the President of the Federation/IUE and/or their
designees shall meet to agree upon a panel of five (5) arbitrators selected from lists
submitted by the parties. The lists shall include names of arbitrators whose residences
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are within one hundred fifty (150) miles of Monroe County. Such panel shall serve for
the term of this agreement.
Each party shall have the right annually to strike one name from the permanent
panel. Such strike out shall become effective upon receipt of the written notice.
Replacement of the struck name will be by mutual agreement forthwith. .
The request for arbitration shall be submitted to the County in writing. After receipt of
such request, the parties shall meet within ten (10) working days to select an arbitrator
from the permanent panel. The essential method of selection for each case shall be
made by agreement. If the parties are unable to agree, the arbitrator shall be assigned
from this panel on a rotating basis. Initial assignment for rotation shall be determined
by lot.
The arbitrator, after reviewing oral and written statements presented at such hear-
ings, shall respond in writing to both parties to the dispute within thirty (30) days fol-
lowing the close of such hearing. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and bind-
ing upon both parties to the dispute.
The arbitrator shall not have jurisdiction or authority to add to, modify, detract from
or alter in any way the provisions of this agreement or any amendment or supplement
hereto. If the grievance concerns matters not covered by this agreement or the pro-
cedures contained herein have not been adhered to, said grievance shall be returned
to the parties without decision. The fees and expenses of the arbitrator shall be shared
equally by the parties to this agreement.
In any monetary award, the arbitrator shall be limited to an award not to exceed the
period commencing 15 business days prior to the filing of the grievance.
The time limits as set forth in this article shall be strictly adhered to and shall be bind-
ing upon the parties unless waived in writing by mutual agreement for just and sufficient
cause.
Nothing contained in this agreement shall be construed to deny any employee his
rights under applicable New York State Civil Service Laws and regulations.
ARTICLE 32
CHILDREN'S CENTER
Section 32.1: If annual physical examinations are required by the County, they shall
be provided for employees at no cost.
Section 32.2: The Director of the Children's Center shall, whenever a shift vacancy
occurs, post such shift vacancy for a period of not less than seven (7) calendar days.
After one year of continuous service at the Children's Center an employee, if quali-
fied, may exercise his seniority in respect to choice of shift. Seniority for purposes of
this section shall be defined as the period of continuous service of an employee dating
from the first date of employment with the County.
When an employee chooses to exercise his seniority for choice of shift, he may not
utilize that right again for at least one year. This procedure may be utilized only when a
shift vacancy exists.
Section 32.3: The employees who are listed hereinafter who are employed at the
Children's Center shall continue working the schedule, which has been in effect since
1968. This schedule provides for a 37.33 hour average work week, which average is
arrived at over a six-week cycle.
Child Care Worker
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Senior Child Care Worker
Supervising Child Care Worker
It is further understood that the aforementioned classifications shall remain coded at
80 hours and shall have their credits earned and charged based on eight (8) hours per
day.
Section 32.4: The holidays as set forth in Article 12 of this agreement shall be
observed on the calendar date of the holiday. This shall also apply to employees reg-
ularly engaged in after hours child protective coverage.
AIRrnCl!E 33
AIFTIER HOURS AND STAND-BY COV!ERAGIE
1) Employees of the bargaining unit engaged in after hours coverage will average
thirty-five (35) hours per workweek which will include on-site and off-site duty.
2) Employees on off-site after hours duty, including hours worked in excess of thirty-
five (35) hours per workweek, will be credited with one (1) hr. for each three &
one-half (31/2) hrs. worked off-site. Off-site after hours duty will always be com-
pensated at the rate of one (1) hour for each three and one-half (3 1/2) hours of
duty.
3) Hours credited in excess of the thirty-five (35) hour workweek will be compen-
sated in accordance with Section 24.5 of this agreement.
4) Emplo'yees engaged in on-site after hours coverage of more than five (5) hours
shall have an unpaid lunch period of not less than thirty (30) minutes, and not
more than one (1) hour. Employees engaged in on-site coverage for five (5) hours
or less will be entitled to one (1) fifteen-minute break. .
5) Employees designated for after hours coverage will be supplied with a pager.
6) Staff employees who are designated for stand-by coverage, exclusive of the nor-
mal workweek, will be credited with one (1) hour for each three and one-half
(3 1/2) hours of such coverage.
7) Supervisors directed to be on stand-by, exclusive of the normal workweek, will be
furnished with a pager and will be credited with .67 of an hour payment at the rate
of time and one-half for each seven (7) hours of stand-by or major portion thereof.
8) Any employee engaged in off-site after hours or stand-by coverage who is called
out to duty shall be compensated in accordance with the provisions contained
in Section 24.7 of this agreement..
.
9) In the event of an insufficient numberof qualified volunteers for after hours or
stand-by coverage, involuntary assignment shall be made in accordance with
Article 17, Section 17.4, of this agreement.
ART~Cl!E 34
IPART-T~MIE !EMlPlOY!E!E B!ENIEF~TS
Section 34.1: Part-time employees are employees who are regularly scheduled to
work less than 25 hours per week.
Section 34.2: Economic benefits for part-time employees who are regularly sched-
uled to work 17 1/2 to 24 hours per week shall be as follows:
1. Salary increments: Part-time employees shall be hired at the EntrY step of the
salary schedule. After having completed six months of satisfactory performance, the
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employees shall be moved to Step A. After having completed one year of satisfactory
performance, the employees shall be moved to Step B. Thereafter, part-time employ-
ees shall be evaluated on an annual basis and shall receive increments every year,
upon satisfactory performance.
2. Part-time employees shall receive holiday pay on a pro rata basis, based upon the
employee's regular work schedule, for any holiday on which the employee is sched-
uled to work.
3. Part-time employees shall earn a paid vacation allowance on a pro rata basis,
based upon the employee's regular work schedule.
4. Part-time employees shall, after 6 months of continuous employment, be credited
with 7 hours of sick leave. Upon the anniversary date of employment, and on each
anniversary date of continuous employment thereafter, the employees shall be cred-
ited with an additional 14 hours of available sick leave.
5. Part-time employees may obtain one of the health insurance plans, as provided
for in Article 9, by paying 50% of the insurance premium.
6. Part-time employees shall be paid longevity at one-half of the amounts set forth in
Article 10.
ARTICLE 35
SEVERABILITY
It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of this agreement requir-
ing legislative action to permit its implementation by amendment of law or by providing
the additional funds therefor, shall not become effective until the appropriate legislative
body has given approval.
It is further agreed and understood by both parties that this agreement and all pro-
visions herein are subject to all applicable laws, and in the event any provisions of this
agreement are held to violate such laws, such provisions shall not bind either of the par-
ties but the remainder of this agreement shall remain in full force and effect, as if the
invalid or illegal provisions had not been a part of this agreement.
ARTICLE 36
MERIT EVALUATION SYSTEM
A rating has the following value for each of the eighteen categories:
1
=
100 points
2 = 75 points
3
=
50 points
4
=
25 points
5
=
0 points
If the double rated box is checked for a category, then its rating is altered as follows:
1
=
plus 50 points
2
=
plus 25 points
3 = no change
4
= minus 25 points
5
=
minus 50 points
The scores for each category are summed and the sum divided by the total num-
ber of categories rated to attain the final average.
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PASSING POINT
Under this rating system, the passing point is 50%.
EXAMPLES
(A) Rating: 23354223333 (eleven of the eighteen categories)
Points: three 2's at 75 points 225
six 3's at 50 points 300
one 4 at 25 points 25
one 5 at 0 points --.Jl
550
Average is: 550 divided by 11 = 50.0
(B) Rating: 333244333 (nine of the eighteen categories)
Points: one 2 at 75 points 75
six 3's at 50 points 300
two 4's at 25 points ~
425
Average is: 425 divided by 9
=
47.2
(C) Rating: 33323223323132 (fourteen of the eighteen categories-those numbers
that are checked are double rated factors that would be checked in the Double
Rated column-four would be checked in the Not Rated Column)
Points: one 1 at 100 points 100
five 2's at 75 points 375
eight 3's at 50 points 400
two double rated 2's at
plus 25 points 50
925
Average is: 925 divided by 14
=
66.1
(D) 33323223343
Points: three 2's at 75 points
seven 3's at 50 points
one 4 at 25 points
225
350
25
600
Add in for heavier 2's
(25 X 2)
Add in for heavier 3
50
o
650
Average is: 650 divided by 11
=
59.0
(Passing)
As you can see, each 25 points is worth a shift in average of 2.27; every 50 points,
a shift in average of 4.55.
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PERFORMANCE RANKING SUMMARY SHEET
IFTOTALPOINTSARE: TOTAL% RANKINGIS:
275 Fail 25.0
300 27.2
325 29.5
350 31.8
375 34.0
400 36.3
425 38.6
450 40.9
475 43.1
500 45.4
525 47.7
550 Pass 50.0
575 52.2
600 54.5'
625 56.8
650 59.0
675 61.3
700 63.6
725 65.9
750 68.1
775 70.4
800 72.7
825 75.0
850 77.2
875 79.5
900 81.8
925 84.0
950 86.3
975 88.6
1000 90.0
1025 93.1
1050 95.4
1075 97.7
1100 100.0
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FORM
NAME
AlC DIV.
INCREMENT
MONTH
JOB TITLE
SOCIAL
SECURITY NO.
ANNUAL
SALARY GRIST
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RATING CODES:
Exceptional: A performance, which is considerably in excess of the minimum require-
ment to maintain an efficient operation of the department.
Better Than Average: A performance, which is in excess of the minimum requirement
to maintain an efficient operation of the department.
Average: An adequate performance that will maintain an efficient operation of the
department.
Needs Improvement: A performance, which is not good enough to maintain an effi-
cient operation of the department.
Not Acceptable: A level of performance, which is considerably below the minimum
requirement to maintain an efficient operation of the department.
PRODUCTIVITY
Operations:
Level of performance in carrying-out
assignments in area of responsibility.
Safety:
Effectiveness in carrying-out his
responsibilities safely, both himself
and through others.
Comments:
RATING
Rated
Not Rated
Rated
Not Rated
KNOWLEDGE
Basic:
Knowledge required to carry out
his primary responsibilities.
Related:
Knowledge of other areas helpful
in his performance.
Rated
Not Rated
Rated
Not Rated
Application:
Effectiveness in applying his
knowledge to the job.
Comments:
Rated
Not Rated
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PROBLEM SOLVING:
Recognition: .
Ability to see problems and the
opportunity for their solution.
Judgment: .
Quality of recommendation
or actions taken.
Rated
Not Rated
Rated
Not Rated
Creativity:
Evidence of original thinking
applied to his job.
Comments:
Rated
Not Rated
COOPERATIVENESS
Other Personnel:
Evidence of cooperation
with associates.
Others:
Effectiveness in relationships
with the public when needed.
Rated
Not Rated
Rated
. Not Rated
.
-
Communication:
Effectiveness in getting across to others,
both orally and in writing.
Comments:
Rated
Not Rated
ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS
Planning:
Effectiveness in anticipating needs, setting-up
objectives and establishing time schedules.
Execution:
Effectiveness in holding to objectives,
interpreting progress and taking corrective action.
Comments:
Rated
Not Rated
Rated
Not Rated
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GENERAL
Appearance:
Appearance as it relates to
job requirements.
Attendance:
Take into account unexcused absence,
tardiness, etc.
Rated
Not Rated
Rated
Not Rated
Comments:
FOR SUPERVISION ONLY
Effectiveness in directing, coaching and
motivating subordinate employees.
Supervisory Organization:
Effectiveness in distributing work
and delegating responsibility
Rated
Not Rated
Rated
Not Rated
Comments:
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS IF NECESSARY:
Supervisory comments shall be inserted by the supervisor for each category of the per-
formance evaluation form.
Date Supervisor's Signature . *Employee's Signature
* The Employee Signature represents only that the employee has seen the evalua-
tion and does not mean agreement or disagreement.
ADDENDUM
In addition to the areas specifically covered in this agreement, the items listed below
are agreements reached outside of the contract:
1. Educational Leave: The County agrees that further exploration will be given to the
"b" plan for graduate education insofar as NYS may offer scholarship aid to cover
this specific educational program.
2. The County agrees to continue providing a bicycle rack for those individuals who
select that means of transportation.
3. The County agrees to continue to retain a bus shelter at the bus stop located in
front of the Social Services building.
4. The Federation shall have the right to consult with the administration regarding
the advisability of conducting home visits when conditions suggest a potentially
dangerous situation, i.e., inclement weather, the presence of disease which has
been verified by a physician, etc.
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5. The County agrees to maintain safety hand rails at the entrances to the Social
Services building.
TERM OF AGREEMENT
This agreement shall become effective January 1, 2000, and terminate at the close
of business on December 31,2003. .
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this agreement to be exe-
cuted by their duly authorized representatives.
MONROE COUNTY
s/John D. Doyle
County Executive
BY:
BY: s/Barry C. Watkins
Special Counsel for Labor Relations
BY:
MONROE COUNTY FEDERATION OF
SOCIAL WORKERS, I.U.E.-C.W.A. 81381
s/John Vasko
President
FEDERATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS NEGOTIATING COMMITTEE 1999:
Jean Zimber Chief Negotiator
John Vasko President
Steve Hall Vice President
Peg Capuano Grievance Co-Chair
Joyce Rumpf Grievance Co-Chair
Carl DeFranco Monroe County Children's Center
Cathy Brewer Child Support Enforcement Unit
Debra Blossom Child Protective Services
MONROE COUNTY NEGOTIATING COMMITTEE 1999:
Barry C. Watkins Special Counsel for Labor Relations
Marie D. Murray Labor Relations
Seta Hampar Child Support Enforcement Unit
Diane Larter Deputy Director of Services
Jack Rosati Children's Center Coordinator
Donald Vacanti Deputy Director - Temporary Assistance
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AGREEMENT
between
MONROE COUNTY
and
MONROE COUNTY FEDERATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS,
I.U.E.-C.W.A.81381
The parties agree as follows:
1. When part-time employees in the bargaining unit are assigned to work more than
24 hours per week for a month or more, they shall be given full-time sick leave,
vacation, and holiday pay, as such full-time benefits are set forth in the collec-
tive bargaining agreement. If such assignment is for two months or more, the
employees shall be offered full-time health insurance and dental coverage as
such full-time benefits are set forth in the collective bargaining agreement.
2. Written notice of such temporary assignments shall be given to the employee and
to the Union.
3. If a bargaining unit member changes from part-time to full-time, or vice versa, the
member shall retain the original hire date for purposes of the collective bargain-
ing agreement. ,
4. Current full-time employees who had been part-time employees shall be granted
their original hire date if they request such change, in writing to the County Per-
sonnel Office, by January 31, 1992. No retroactive benefits shall be granted due
to a change in hire date under this agreement.
DATED: December 3, 1991
BARRY C. WATKINS
Labor Relations Manager
MONROE COUNTY
KENNETH J. MAURICE
President
MONROE COUNTY FEDERATION
OF SOCIAL WORKERS
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AGREEMENT
between
MONROE COUNTY
and
MONROE COUNTY FEDERATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS,
I.U.E.-C.W.A.81381
Pursuant to Section 13.3 of the 2000-2003 collective bargaining agreement, relat-
ing to the Joint Education and Training Fund, the parties agree as follows:
1. Expenditures from the fund must be job-related or career-related.
2. The County shall calculate the total compensated hours for the bargaining unit at
the close of pay periods 13 and 26 and shall credit the Fund with the appropri-
ate amount at such times.
3. Tuition reimbursement:
A. A maximum of 80% of the available funds, on an annual basis, shall be used
for tuition reimbursement.
B. Tuition reimbursement shall be 100% of tuition, up to a maximum of $1,200
per year, per employee. Costs of textbooks shall also be reimbursed, within
the limit of the $1 ,200 maximum, if sufficient additional funds are available. Any
remaining funds shall be available for use for other expenditures, pursuant
to paragraph 4.
C. Tuition reimbursement requests must be submitted to the Employee Educa-
tion Project Director in DSS Staff Development no later than 30 days after the
beginning date of the class. A request that is denied may be referred by the
employee to the Joint Education and Training Fund Committee for review. If
the Committee agrees on the disposition of the request, no further review,
including the grievance procedure, shall be available. If the Committee does
not agree, the denial of the request may be grieved, under Article 31 of the
contract.
D. Eligibility for tuition reimbursement shall be determined based upon the fol-
lowing:
1. Reimbursement determined on a first-come, first-served basis.
2. If applications are received on the same day, then approval shall be based
upon the following criteria, in the following order:
a. Applicants seeking a degree.
b. Applicants who have not received tuition during the prior half-year
period (January-June or July-December).
c. Highest Monroe County seniority.
E. Job-related and career-related courses eligible for tuition reimbursement shall
include courses in the following subject areas: social work, counseling, public
administration, business administration, human serVices, and criminal jus-
tice services. Degree programs in these areas, including courses required for
the degree programs but not in these areas, shall also be eligible. The Com-
mittee may approve other courses as job-related or career-related on a case-
by-case basis.
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F. Union Executive Board members, Stewards, and Steward alternates, and
Administrators and Supervisory staff, shall be eligible for tuition reimburse-
ment for labor relations and employee relations courses.
G. A grade of at least C, or pass in a pass-fail course, shall be required in order
to receive tuition reimbursement.
4. The parties agree that expenditures related to labor relations and employee rela-
tions are proper expenditures from the Fund. A maximum of 10% of the available
funds, on an annual basis, shall be available for this purpose, as determined by
the Committee.
5. Other expenditures: The Joint Education and Training Fund Committee shall
meet quarterly to mutually agree on other education and training expenditures
from the Fund for the next quarter.
6. The Committee shall meet as necessary, and at least yearly, to review the pur-
poses for which the Fund has been used and to discuss the future operation of
the Fund.
DATED: February 8, 2001
BARRY C. WATKINS
Special Counsel for Labor Relations
MONROE COUNTY
JOHN VASKO
President
MONROE COUNTY FEDERATION
OF SOCIAL WORKERS
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FEDERATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS
1.000/0 INCREMENT FACTOR 2000 SALARY SCHEDULE
2.000/0 from Step E to additional Step F
GROUP ENTRY STEP A STEP B STEP C STEP D STEP E STEP F
46 ANNUALIZED 18,721.28 19,290.74 20,643.21 21,782.17 22,921.08 24,131.16 24,613.78
PAYROLL YEAR 18,649.55 19,216.83 20,564.12 21,698.71 22,833.26 24,038.70 24,519.47
70 HOUR 10.247 10.5587 11 .299 11.9224 12.5457 13.2081 13.4 723
75 HOUR 9.5639 9.8548 10.5457 11.1275 11.7094 12.3275 12.5741
80 HOUR 8.9661 9.2389 9.8866 10.4321 10.9775 11.5571 11.7882
BI-WEEKL Y 717.29 739.11 790.93 834.57 878.2 924.57 943.06
49 ANNUALIZED 22,778.72 23,490.54 24,914.23 26,409.08 27,832.73 29,256.43 29,841.56
PAYROLL YEAR 22,691.45 23,400.54 24,818.77 26,307.89 27,726.09 29,144.34 29,727.23
70 HOUR 12.4678 12.8574 13.6367 14.4549 15.2341 16.0134 16.3337
.p. 75 HOUR 11.6366 12.0003 12.7276 13.4912 14.2185 14.9458 15.2447(J1
80 HOUR 10.9093 11.2503 11.9321 12.648 13.3299 14.0117 14.2919
BI-WEEKL Y 872.75 900.02 954.57 1,011.84 1,066.39 1,120.94 1,143.35
50 ANNUALIZED 24,202.37 24,914.23 26,480.27 27,975.16 29,541.15 31,107.17 31,729.31
PAYROLLYEAR 24,109.64 24,818.77 26,378.81 27,867.98 29,427.96 30,987.99 31,607.75
70 HOUR 13.2471 13.6367 14.4939 15.3121 16.1692 17.0264 17.3669
75 HOUR 12.3639 12.7276 13.5276 14.2913 15.0913 15.8913 16.2091
80 HOUR 11.5912 11.9321 12.6821 13.3981 14.1481 14.8981 15.1961
BI-WEEKL Y 927.29 954.57 1,014.57 1,071.85 1,131.84 1,191.85 1,215.68
51 ANNUALIZED 25,839.62 26,551.48 28,188.66 29,754.71 31,463.10 33,100.33 33,762.34
PAYROLL YEAR 25,740.62 26,449.75 28,080.66 29,640.71 31,342.55 32,973.51 33,632.98
70 HOUR 14.1432 14.5328 15.4289 16.2861 17.2212 18.1173 18.4796
75 HOUR 13.2003 13.564 14.4003 15.2004 16.0731 16.9095 17.2477
80 HOUR 12.3753 12.7162 13.5003 14.2503 15.0685 15.8526 16.1697
BI-WEEKL Y 990.02 1,017.30 1,080.03 1 ,140.03 1,205.48 1,2,68.21 1 ,293.58
FEDERATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS
2000 SALARY SCHEDULE
GROUP ENTRY STEP A STEP B STEP C STEP D STEP E STEP F
52 ANNUALIZED 27,476.84 28,259.84 30,110.61 31,819.05 33,598.63 35,449.37 36,158.36
PAYROLL YEAR 27,371.57 28,151.57 29,995.24 31,697.14 33,469.90 35,313.55 36,019.82
70 HOUR 15.0393 15.4679 16.4809 17.416 18.3901 19.403 19.7911
75 HOUR 14.0367 14.4367 15.3822 16.2549 17.1641 18.1095 18.4717
80 HOUR 13.1594 13.5344 14.4208 15.239 16.0913 16.9777 17.3173
BI-WEEKL Y 1,052.75 1 ,082.75 1,153.66 1,219.12 1,287.30 1,358.21 1 ,385.38
53 ANNUALIZED 29,327.62 30,181.80 32,032.61 33,954.55 35,876.50 37,727.26 38,481.81
PAYROLL YEAR 29,215.25 30,066.16 31,909.88 33,824.46 35,739.04 37,582.71 38,334.36
70 HOUR 16.0523 16.5199 17.5329 18.5849 19.6368 20.6498 21.0628
75 HOUR 14.9822 15.4185 16.364 17.3459 18.3277 19.2732 19.6587
~80 HOUR 14.0458 14.4549 15.3413 16.2618 17.1822 18.0686 18.430'> BI-WEEKL Y 1,123.66 1 ,156.39 1,227.30 1,300.94 1 ,374.58 1 ,445.49 1,474.40
54 ANNUALIZED 31,249.54 32,174.95 34,168.08 36,161.22 38,296.73 40,147.49 40,950.44
PAYROLL YEAR 31,129.81 32,051.67 34,037.17 36,022.67 38,150.00 39,993.67 40,793.54
70 HOUR 17.1043 17.6108 18.7017 19.7927 20.9615 21.9745 22.414
75 HOUR 15.964 16.4368 17.455 18.4732 19.5641 20.5096 20.9198
80 HOUR 14.9663 15.4095 16.364 17.3186 18.3413 19.2277 19.6123
BI-WEEKL Y 1 ,197.30 1 ,232.76 1,309.12 1,385.49 1,467.31 1 ,538.22 1,568.98
55 ANNUALIZED 33,456.26 34,452.82 36,588.31 38,723.83 41,001.71 42,852.48 43,709.53
PAYROLL YEAR 33,328.07 34,320.82 36,448.13 38,575.46 40,844.61 42,688.30 43,542.07
70 HOUR 18.3121 18.8576 20.0264 21.1953 22.4421 23.4551 23.9242
75 HOUR 17.0913 17.6004 18.6913 19.7823 20.946 21.8914 22.3292
80 HOUR 16.0231 16.5004 17.5231 18.5459 19.6368 20.5232 20.9337
BI-WEEKL Y 1,281.85 1 ,320.03 1,401.85 1 ,483.67 1,570.95 1,641.86 1,674.69
FIEDIERAT~ON OF SOC~Al WORKERS
2000 SALARY SC~IEDUJlE
GROUP ENTRY STEP A STEP B STEP C STEP D STEP E STEP F
56 ANNUALIZED 35,876.50 36,944.24 39,150.95 41 ,571 .18 43,991.44 46,055.76 46,976.88
PAYROLL YEAR 35,739.04 36,802.69 39,000.95 41 ,411 .90 43,822.89 45,879.30 46,796.89
70 HOUR 19.6368 20.2213 21.4291 22.7538 24.0785 25.2084 25.7126
75 HOUR 18.3277 18.8732 20.0005 21.2369 22.4733 23.5278 23.9984
80 HOUR 17.1822 17.6936 18.7505 19.9096 21.0687 22.0574 22.4985
BI-WEEKL Y 1,374.58 1,415.49 1,500.04 1,592.77 1,685.50 1,764.59 1',799.88
57 ANNUALIZED 38,795.04 40,005.13 42,496.56 44,917.02 47,479.43 49,899.68 50,897.67
PAYROLL YEAR 38,646.40 39,851.85 42,333.74 44,744.92 47,297.52 49,708.49 50,702.66
70 HOUR 21.2343 21.8966 23.2603 24.5851 25.9876 27.3124 27.8586
75 HOUR 19.8187 20.4368 21.7096 22.9461 24.2551 25.4915 26.0013
~80 HOUR 18.58 19.1595 20.3528 21.512 22.7392 23.8983 24.3763
......
BI-WEEKL Y 1,486.40 1,532.76 1,628.22 1,720.96 1,819.14 1,911.87 . 1,950.10
58 ANNUALIZED 41,713.55 42,852.48 45,699.82 48,262.43 50,967.39 53,672.40 54,745.85
PAYROLL YEAR 41 ,553.73 42,688.30 45,524.73 48,077.52 50,772.11 53,466.76 54,536.10
70 HOUR 22.8317 23.4551 25.0136 26.4162 27.8968 29.3773 29.9648
75 HOUR 21.3096 21.8914 23.346 24.6551 26.037 27.4189 27.9673
80 HOUR 19.9778 20.5232 21.8869 23.1142 24.4097 25.7052 26.2193
BI-WEEKL Y 1,598.22 1,641.86 1,750.95 1,849.14 1,952.77 2,056.41 2,097.54
59 ANNUALIZED 44,987.98 46,269.29 49,259.00 52,248.71 55,594.34 58,014.58 59,174.87
PAYROLL YEAR 44,815.61 46,092.01 49,070.27 52,048.52 55,381 .33 57,792.30 58,948.15
70 HOUR 24.624 25.3253 26.9617 28.5981 30.4293 31.754 32.3891
75 HOUR 22.9824 23.6369 25.1642 26.6916 28.4007 29.6371 30.2298
80 HOUR 21.546 22.1596 23.5915 25.0233 26.6256 27.7848 28.3405
BI-WEEKL Y 1,723.68 1,772.77 1,887.32 2,001.87 2,130.05 2,222.78 2,267.24
FEDERATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS
3.5% INCREMENT FACTOR 2001 SALARY SCHEDULE
GROUP ENTRY STEP A STEP B STEP C STEP D STEP E STEP F
46 ANNUALIZED 19376.52 19965.92 21365.72 22544.55 23723.32 24975.75 25475.265
PAYROLL YEAR 19302.28 19889.42 21283.86 22458.17 23632.43 24880.06" 25377.6612
70 HOUR 10.6056 10.9283 11.6944 12.3397 12.9849 13.6704 13.9438
75 HOUR 9.8986 10.1997 10.9148 11.5170 12.1192 12.7590 13.0142
80 HOUR 9.2799 9.5622 10.2326 10.7972 11.3617 11.9616 12.2008
BI-WEEKL Y 742.40 764.98 818.61 863.78 908.94 956.93 976.06
49 ANNUALIZED 23575.98 24312.71 25786.23 27333.4 28806.88 30280.41 30886.0182
PAYROLL YEAR 23485.65 24219.56 25687.43 27228.67 28696.51 30164.39 30767.6778
70 HOUR 12.9042 13.3075 14.1140
"
14.9608 15.7673 16.5738 16.9053
75 HOUR 12.0439 12.4203 13.1730 13.9634 14.7162 15.4689 15.7783
~80 HOUR 11.2912 11.6440 12.3497 13.0907 13.7964 14.5021 14.7921CD BI-WEEKL Y 903.29 931.52 987.98 1047.26 "1103.71 1160.17 1183.37
50 ANNUALIZED 25049.45 25786.23 27407.08 28954.29 30575.09 32195.92 32839.8384
PAYROLL YEAR 24953.47 25687.43 27302.07 28843.35 30457.94 32072.57 32714.0214
70 HOUR 13.7107 14.1140 15.0011 15.8480 16.7351 17.6223 17.9747
75 HOUR 12.7967 13.1730 14.0011 14.7915 15.6195 16.4475 16.7765
80 HOUR 11.9969 12.3497 13.1260 13.8670 14.6432 15.4195 15.7279
BI-WEEKL Y 959.75 987.98 1050.08 1109.36 1171.46 1233.56 1258.23
51 ANNUALIZED 26744.01 27480.78 29175.26 30796.12 32564.31 34258.84 34944.0168
PAYROLL YEAR 26641 .54 27375.49 29063.48 30678.13 32439.54 34127.58 34810.1316
70 HOUR 14.6382 15.0415 15.9689 16.8561 17.8239 18.7514 19.1264
75 HOUR 13.6623 14.0387 14.9043 15.7324 16.6357 17.5013 17.8513
80 HOUR 12.8084 13.1613 13.9728 14.7491 15.5959 16.4075 / 16.7357
BI-WEEKL Y 1024.67 1052.90 1117.83 1179.93 1247.67 1312.60 1338.85
FEDERATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS
2001 SALARY SCHEDULE
GROUP ENTRY STEP A STEP B STEP C STEP D STEP E STEP F
52 ANNUALIZED 28438.53 29248.93 31164.48 32932.72 34774.58 36690.1 37423.902
PAYROLL YEAR 28329.57 29136.87 31045.08 32806.54 34641 .34 36549.53 37280.5206
70 HOUR 15.5657 16.0093 17.0577 18.0256 19.0337 20.0822 20.4838
75 HOUR 14.5280 14.9420 15.9206 16.8239 17.7648 18.7433 19.1182
80 HOUR 13.6200 14.0081 14.9255 15.7724 16.6545 17.5719 17.9233
BI-WEEKL Y 1089.60 1120.65 1194.04 1261.79 1332.36 1405.75 1433.87
53 ANNUALIZED 30354.09 31238.16 33153.75 35142.96 37132.18 39047.71 39828.6642
PAYROLL YEAR 30237.79 31118.47 33026.72 35008.31 36989.91 38898.1 39676.062
70 HOUR 16.6142 17.0981 18.1466 19.2353 20.3241 21.3726 21.8001
75 HOUR 15.5066 15.9582 16.9368 17.9530 18.9692 19.9477 20.3467
~80HOUR 14.5374 14.9608 15.8782 16.8309 17.7836 18.7010 19.0750CD
BI-WEEKL Y 1162.99 1196.86 1270.26 1346.47 1422.69 1496.08 1526.00
54 ANNUALIZED 32343.27- 33301.07 35363.96 37426.86 39637.12 41552.65 42383.703
PAYROLL YEAR 32219.35 33173.48 35228.47 37283.46 39485.25 41393.45 42221.319
70 HOUR 17.7029 18.2272 19.3563 20.4854 21.6952 22.7437 23.1986
75 HOUR 16.5227 17.0120 18.0659 19.1197 20.2488 21.2274 21.6519
80 HOUR 15.4901 15.9488 16.9368 17.9247 18.9833 19.9007 20.2987
BI-WEEKL Y 1239.21 1275.90 1354.94 1433.98 1518.66 1592.06 1623.90
55 ANNUALIZED 34627.23 35658.67 37868.9 40079.16 42436.77 44352.32 45239.3664
PAYROLL YEAR 34494.56 35522.05 37723.81 39925.6 42274.18 44182.39 45066.0378
70 HOUR 18.9531 19.5176 20.7274 21.9371 23.2276 24.2760 24.7615
75 HOUR 17.6895 18.2164 1-9.3455 20.4747 21.6791 22.6576 23.1108
80 HOUR 16.5839 17.0779 18.1364 19.1950 20.3241 21.2415 21 .6663
BI-WEEKL Y 1326.71 1366.23 1450.92 1535.60 1625.93 1699.32 1733.31
1FIEIDIERAT~ONOIF SOC~Al WORKIERS
2001 SALARY SCHIEDUllE
GROUP ENTRY STEPA STEPB STEPC STEP D STEP E STEP F
56 ANNUALIZED 37132.18 38237.29 40521.23 43026.17 45531.14 47667.71 48621 .0642
PAYROLL YEAR 36989.91 38090.79 40365.98 42861.32 45356.69 47485.07 48434.7714
70 HOUR 20.3241 20.9290 22.1791 23.5502 24.9213 26.0907 26.6125
75 HOUR 18.9692 19.5337 20.7005 21.9802 23.2598 24.3513 24.8383
80 HOUR 17.7836 18.3129 19.4067 20.6064 21.8061 22.8294 23.2860
BI-WEEKL Y 1422.69 1465.03 1552.54 1648.51 1744.49 1826.35 1862.88
57 ANNUALIZED 40152.87 41405.31 43983.94 46489.12 49141.21 51646.17 52679.0934
PAYROLL YEAR 39999.03 41246.67 43815.42 46311 48952.93 51448.29 52477.2558
70 HOUR 21.9775 22.6630 24.0744 25.4456 26.8972 28.2683 28.8337
75 HOUR 20.5123 21.1521 22.4694 23.7492 25.1041 26.3837 26.9114
01 80 HOUR 19.2303 19.8301 21.0651 22.2649 23.5351 24.7348 25.22950 BI-WEEKL Y 1538.42 1586.41 1685.21 1781.19 1882.81 1978.78 2018.36
58 ANNUALIZED 43173.52 44352.32 47299.31 49951.62 52751.25 55550.93 56661 .9486
PAYROLL YEAR 43008.11 44182.39 47118.09 49760.24 52549.14 55338.09 56444.8518
70 HOUR 23.6308 24.2760 25.8891 27.3408 28.8732 30.4055 31.0136
75 HOUR 22.0554 22.6576 24.1631 25.5181 26.9483 28.3785 28.9461
80 HOUR 20.6770 21.2415 22.6529 23.9232 25.2640 26.6049 27.1370
BI-WEEKL Y 1654.16 1699.32 1812.23 1913.86 2021 .12 2128.39 2170.96
59 ANNUALIZED 46562.56 47888.72 50983.07 54077.41 57540.14 60045.09 61245.9918
PAYROLL YEAR 46384.16 47705.24 50787.73 53870.22 57319.68 59815.03 61011.3306
70 HOUR 25.4858 26.2117 27.9053 29.5990 31.4943 32.8654 33.5227
75 HOUR 23.7867 24.4642 26.0450 27.6258 29.3947 30.6744 31.2879
80 HOUR 22.3001 22.9352 24.4172 25.8991 27.5575 28.7572 29.3323
BI-WEEKL Y 1784.01 1834.82 1953.37 2071.93 2204.60 2300.58 2346.59
